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Tall
order
Redwood National and
State Parks, home of the
tallest and some of the
oldest trees on Earth,
was the spring break
destination for nine JMU
students intent on learning about the diverse
ecosystems in the California parks, including
protected flora. Hiking
with park rangers and
the trail maintenance
crew, the students saw
firsthand how the trees
are protected today after
logging years earlier. The
team got their hands
dirty, too, clearing debris
from trails and reinstalling two seasonal bridges
that were removed
before the rainy season.
JMU Alternative Spring
Break teams have
demonstrated a commitment to Redwood,
making it the destination
for one of the university’s longest-affiliated
service-learning trips.

For a video recap
of the weeklong
adventure, go to j.mu/rnp.
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M I C H A E L B . B AT T L E ( ’81, ’83M)

LETTERS

The Winter 2018 issue, “Remembering Ronald E. Carrier,” and
Carrier’s book, Building James Madison University: Innovation and
the Pursuit of Excellence, released posthumously, received many
compliments — and requests for additional copies.

W I L L I A M T. B O L L I N G
J E F F R E Y E . G R A S S ( ’92)
M AT T H E W A . G R AY- K E E L I N G ( ’05)
M A R I B E T H D . H E R O D ( ’82)
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M I C H A E L M . T H O M A S ( ’ 76, ’ 77M)
C R A I G B . W E L B U R N ( ’96)
E R I C K A U F M A N N , Student Member
D O N N A L . H A R P E R ( ’ 77, ’81M, ’86ED.S.), Secretary
PRESIDENT

J O N AT H A N R . A L G E R
S E N I O R A D M I N I S T R AT O R S

BRIAN CHARETTE
Special Assistant to the President, Strategic Planning and Engagement
H E AT H E R C O LT M A N
Provost and Senior Vice President, Academic Affairs
M I K E DAV I S
Executive Advisor to the President
A R T H U R T. D E A N I I ( ’93, ’99M)
Executive Director, Campus & Community Programs for Access and Inclusion
D O N N A L . H A R P E R ( ’ 77, ’81M, ’86ED.S.)
Vice President, Access and Enrollment Management
CHAR LE S W. KI N G J R .
Senior Vice President, Administration and Finance
N I C K L . L A N G R I D G E ( ’00, ’07M, ’14PH.D.)
Vice President, University Advancement
M A R K J . WA R N E R ( ’ 79, ’81M, ’85ED.S.)
Senior Vice President, Student Affairs
SUSAN L . WHEELER
University Counsel and Special Assistant Attorney General
VICE PROVOSTS

“My compliments on
the new issue of Madison
magazine. I am Edith
Carrier’s sister and would
like to obtain additional
copies for her.”

“I read the Madison magazine with great pride.
Do you think a copy of
the magazine could be
mailed to Pap’s brother,
Herman Carrier? He
misses him deeply, and
Herman loves reading any
articles about Pap.”

– Lois Johnson

“I would like a copy
of the magazine as a
memory of the great
times of having Dr. Carrier as president when I
attended JMU.”

– Linda Carrier

“I was the photographer
during his administration. I started at Madison College shortly after Dr. Carrier’s
arrival, and I retired following his retirement. I was the first staff photographer,
starting in January 1972 and retiring
February 2000.”

Get your copy of the
book at j.mu/carrierbook.

– Michael Benshoff (’80)

“I think it is a truly awesome book. Ron
comes through in the book, but the
researcher did a marvelous job of ferreting out the details. It is a great read.”  
– Russell G. Warren,
former vice president of academic affairs

– Tommy Thompson
EDITOR’S NOTE: Many of the Carrier photographs from JMU Special Collections seen
in the winter issue were taken by Thompson.

L I N DA C A B E H A L P E R N
University Programs
Y VO N N E R . H A R R I S
Research and Scholarship
M A R I L O U J O H N S O N ( ’80 )
Academic Development
DEANS

J. CHRIS ARNDT
Arts and Letters (interim)
CYNTH IA M . BAU E R LE
Science and Mathematics
JIE CHEN
The Graduate School
M A R Y A . G O WA N
Business
R O B E R T A . KO LVO O R D
Integrated Science and Engineering
S H A R O N E . L OV E L L ( ’85)
Health and Behavioral Studies
A DA M L . M U R R AY
Libraries and Educational Technologies
BRADLEY R . NEWCOMER
Honors
G E O R G E E . S PA R K S
Visual and Performing Arts
PHILLIP M. WISHON
Education
A L U M N I A S S O C I AT I O N O F F I C E R

H E AT H E R H E D R I C K ( ’00 ), President
PA R E N T S C O U N C I L C H A I R S

S T E V E (’90) and CH R I ST I E (’89) COR NW E L L (’17P, ’18P, ’21P)

Sharp-eyed Anne Roberson (’57) identified the woman at the Picturing Harrisonburg exhibit
(Page 9 of the Winter 2018 issue) as Beverly Silver (’57), faculty emerita of biology.
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2018 SEASON TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW!
SEASON TICKET PACKAGES INCLUDE ALL FIVE HOME GAMES,
COMPLIMENTARY PARKING, SIGNIFICANT DISCOUNTS
AND BETTER SEATING THAN SINGLE-GAME TICKETS.

JMUTICKETS.COM
(540) 568-3853
ATHLETIC-TICKET@JMU.EDU

9/15
9/22
10/6

FAMILY WEEKEND

10/27

HOMECOMING

11/10

MAKE AN IMPACT!
SUPPORT STUDENT-ATHLETE SCHOLARSHIPS
BY MAKING A GIFT TO THE JMU DUKE CLUB.
JMUDUKECLUB.COM
(540) 568-6461
DUKECLUB@JMU.EDU
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SENIOR EDITOR

JA N G I L L I S ( ’07, ’11P)

CONTRIBUTORS

Abby Church is a senior writer for JMU’s student-run newspaper,
The Breeze. She’s a sophomore media arts and design major with a
concentration in journalism and a minor in creative writing. Church
also co-hosts a talk show on JMU’s independent radio station WXJM
88.7 FM Harrisonburg called “Roadside Blasphemy.” Her article on
the slave exhibit at Montpelier, which originally appeared on The
Breeze’s website, is featured on Page 36. Church hopes to someday
be a successful feature writer.

C R E AT I V E D I R E C T O R

BILL THOMPSON
EDITORS

J I M H E F F E R N A N ( ’96, ’17M)
JA N E T S M I T H ( ’81)
ART DIRECTOR

C A R O LY N W I N D M I L L E R ( ’81)
S T U D E N T E D I T O R I A L A S S I S TA N T S

DA N I C A F E U Z
RENÉE ROCCO

University Communications and Marketing design assistant Katie
Ellen is a senior graphic design major who appreciates many aspects
of design, specifically brand identity and publication design. She
hopes to apply her creative talents working at a design studio in the
Northern Virginia area after graduation. In her spare time, Ellen also
enjoys creating portrait illustrations and reading fiction novels. She
designed this issue’s foreign language community engagement infographic on Page 46.

C R E AT I V E M E D I A T E A M

M I K E M I R I E L L O ( ’09M)
JUSTIN ROTH
ELISE TRISSEL
C O DY T R OY E R
AT H L E T I C S P H O T O G R A P H Y

C AT H Y K U S H N E R ( ’87)
S T U D E N T D E S I G N A S S I S TA N T S

H AY L E Y B U M G A R D N E R
K AT I E E L L E N
CAMPUS CONTRIBUTORS

Alumni Relations, Athletics, Donor
Relations, Parent Relations, University
Communications and Marketing
F O R A D D R E S S U P D AT E S , E M A I L :

advancementgr@jmu.edu
or call 540-568-2821
C O N TA C T T H E M A D I S O N S TA F F :

Email: madisonmag@jmu.edu
or call 540-568-2664
Madison magazine, JMU, 127 W. Bruce St.,
MSC 3610, Harrisonburg, VA 22807
For Class Notes, go to jmu.edu/alumni
Madison is an official publication of
James Madison University and is produced
by the Division of University Advancement
for alumni, parents of JMU students,
faculty, staff and friends of JMU.
Editorial office: JMU, 127 W. Bruce St.,
MSC 3610, Harrisonburg, VA 22807
NOTICE OF NON-DISCRIMINATION AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY:
James Madison University does not discriminate on the basis of age,
disability, race or color, height or weight, national or ethnic origin, political
affiliation or belief, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or
expression, veteran status, parental status (including pregnancy), marital
status, family medical or genetic information, in its employment, educational programs, activities and admissions. JMU complies with all applicable
federal and state laws regarding non-discrimination, affirmative action,
and anti-harassment. JMU prohibits sexual and gender-based harassment,
including sexual assault, and other forms of inter-personal violence.
The responsibility for overall coordination, monitoring and information dissemination about JMU’s program of equal opportunity, non-discrimination,
Title IX, and affirmative action is assigned to the Office of Equal Opportunity & Title IX. Inquiries or complaints may be directed to the Office of Equal
Opportunity & Title IX: James Robinson, Director and Title IX Coordinator
540-568-6991, www.jmu.edu/oeo, oeo@jmu.edu. (Revised December 2015)
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Sarah Featherstone (’13) is a graduate student in writing, rhetoric
and technical communication with a concentration in visual rhetoric and multimodality. Having received her undergraduate degree in
English from JMU, Featherstone is excited to be back as a double
Duke. She currently serves as a writer for the Honors College, and
her article on Page 16 highlights the Honors College experience. Outside of school, Featherstone enjoys merging the worlds of photography and writing.
Danica Feuz is an editorial assistant in University Communications
and Marketing. She is a senior media arts and design major with a
communication minor and a keen interest in political communications. She fell in love with multimedia journalism and digital storytelling in Italy as a student in JMU's Summer in Urbino program. A
frequent contributor of digital Madison content, her video recapping
MLK Jr. Week in January can be found at jmu.edu/madisonmagazine.
After graduation, she plans to pursue a career in New York City.
Kim Fisher is director of communications for the 4-VA executive
office and JMU X-Labs. A graduate of the University of Washington (also purple and gold!), Fisher produces the 4-VA at JMU annual
report and oversees the 4-VA and JMU X-Labs websites. Her article
on JMU's Hacking for Diplomacy course appears on Page 34. She
has lived in six different states and Australia, served as a teacher and
scuba dive master in Thailand, and contributed to a 2009 edition of
Chicken Soup for the Soul.
Abraham Goldberg is the founding executive director of the James
Madison Center for Civic Engagement and a member of the political
science faculty. Prior to joining JMU in July 2017, Goldberg was director of the Office of Service-Learning and Community Engagement at
the University of South Carolina Upstate. He wrote the 2014 South
Carolina Civic Health Index, the first statewide assessment of civic
behaviors, and has written about the need for colleges to prepare
students for a lifetime of participation in civic life. His article on civic
engagement appears on Page 26.
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DIRECTIONS

Free speech on campus: Is it really dead?

A

stunning exchange occurred during the Q&A ing yet civil exchange on a potentially divisive topic could never have
segment of a recent public lecture on campus. Bill taken place on a university campus without unrest ensuing.
But they can and they do at James Madison University. As presiBolling, former lieutenant governor of Virginia
and a member of the JMU Board of Visitors, dent of the university named for one of the principal architects of
was speaking as part of the Democracy in Peril? the system governing our civil society, I feel especially responsible for
lecture series sponsored by our Department of addressing the decline of our collective ability to get along despite our
History. “Since When Did Compromise Become a Bad Thing?” differences. As you will read in our cover story by Abraham Goldattracted a large audience of students, faculty and local community berg, this decline began in the mid-to-late 20th century. But our
members on the eve of James Madison’s 267th birthday celebration. civic malaise has grown acute in recent years with headlines such as
After Bolling’s thoughtful and provocative remarks, he opened the the ones emanating ominously from Charlottesville, Virginia, last
discussion and a local high-school student rose to ask a question. August. That’s why the James Madison Center for Civic EngageBolling had been discussing the decline of civil discourse in society ment exists at JMU. We define civic engagement as advancing the
and its root causes, including the danger of living in an echo cham- legacy of James Madison, the Father of the Constitution, by preparing individuals to be active and
ber of opinions created by surroundresponsible participants in a repreing ourselves with media—both
sentative democracy dedicated to the
social and traditional—that serve
common good. It is Goldberg’s prinonly to reinforce our own personal
cipal work as executive director of
political views. The student asked
the center to oversee a range of prowhether “safe spaces” in schools and
grams animated by this definition.
on campuses, where students can go
Even though the cover of this
to avoid being confronted by ideas
issue of Madison asks whether our
that might offend them, could be
civil society can be saved, we remain
considered a form of echo chamber.
optimistic at JMU. Working in
Bolling, visibly impressed by the
education is fundamentally a hopenuanced and penetrating question
ful enterprise, of course. But we’re
posed by the bright young man,
responded that he’d never thought Eli Cortes (Eleazar), a local high-school student and Valley also inspired by the ideas that James
Madison gave us and how brilliantly
of safe spaces in such a context. As Scholar, posed a question about safe spaces in schools
during a public lecture at JMU in March.
practical they are today. As you read
he explored the idea, he wondered
aloud whether a place to avoid ideas we find offensive might not be about students, faculty and alumni engaged in all sorts of endeavors in this issue, meditate on the fact that James Madison’s political
a safe space, but indeed a “dangerous space.”
A Google search for “safe space colleges” yields explosively vitri- philosophy of governing was based on successfully counterbalancing
olic content, much of it blaming safe spaces for increasing intolerance interests. All of the human activity depicted in this magazine repamong college students. In your search results, you’ll likely encounter resents, in the aggregate, a great diversity of ideas, preferences, trathe term “snowflake” used to describe college students and profes- ditions, desires, opinions—all of them worthy of enjoying freedom
sors who presumably are too fragile to countenance ideas opposing of expression, and none of them dominated by another. Madison
their own. Yet there we were at a Democracy in Peril? talk, a room saw virtue in such diversity, and his ideas for a system of governing
full of people on a university campus possessing multitudes of politi- were based on encouraging varying interests to flourish. To celebrate
cal viewpoints, sexual identities and racial backgrounds, listening to a Madison’s genius, we need to go further than tolerating other ideas;
traditionally conservative Republican speaker challenge an idea that we must respect them and honor the integral role a diversity of intersome in the room held dear. And … the building didn’t burn down. ests plays in the ongoing American democratic experiment.
Police in riot gear did not have to restore order. The speaker’s freedom
to wonder out loud whether safe spaces might be dangerous spaces
was not curtailed by an angry audience shouting him down. In fact,
Bolling was greeted warmly at a reception following his lecture.
Of course, I am employing hyperbole here, but it’s to make an
Jonathan R. Alger
important point: If you believe some news outlets, such a challengpresident, James Madison University
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‘Reclaiming
His Dream’
MLK Jr. Week celebration
builds upon King’s vision of
freedom and justice for all

JMU’s annual Martin Luther King Jr. Week celebration took place Jan. 15-19. This year’s theme was
“Reclaiming His Dream: Kneeling for Justice, Rising
for Peace.” The celebration included a march on campus (top), a formal program featuring musical tributes
(above) and a keynote address by civil rights activist
Kevin Powell (right), and student discussions around
civic and social justice issues (left).
For a video recap of Martin Luther King Jr. Week,
go to jmu.edu/madisonmagazine.
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NEWS & NOTES

Madison Trust
helps build a better
mousetrap–literally

I

nvestor-judges who participated in the
2018 Madison Trust in February have
pledged total investments of $86,750
for eight faculty-driven innovations—
including a better mousetrap.

The Small Animal Data Station, developed by biology professors Katrina
Gobetz and Bryan Cage, will enable
scientists to collect wildlife data without
trapping and without harm to animals.
Designed for monitoring the endangered,
peanut-sized pygmy shrew and other small
animals, the station can be scaled up for
larger animals. Investor-judges suggested
the data station would be of interest to
backyard wildlife enthusiasts as well as
scientists, and fully funded the concept.
“Our faculty and investors combined
forces for a terrific Madison Trust event
this year,” said Nick Langridge ( ’00,
’07M, ’14D) vice president for University
Advancement. “Innovations spanned the
disciplines at JMU, and we had a fully
engaged bench of investor-judges asking
questions, making suggestions for improvements and ultimately stepping forward to
invest in these projects.”
Learn about the other 2018 innovations, like an online marketing challenge for JMU students, personalized prosthetics for amputees, a cough suppression
device and more. Watch videos and make
your own investment at j.mu/mt.

A M O N G V I R G I N I A’ S B E S T
Two JMU professors receive Outstanding Faculty Awards

B

iology professor Mark Gabriele (‘95) and kinesiology professor Thomas Moran
are among the 12 recipients of the 2018 Outstanding Faculty Awards, presented by
the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia and Dominion Resources.
The Outstanding Faculty Awards recognize superior accomplishments in teaching,
research and public service at Virginia’s institutions of higher learning. Nominees are
selected by the institutions, reviewed by a panel of peers and chosen by a committee of
leaders from the public and private sectors. In all, 83 nominations were received this year.
This group was narrowed to a field of 27 finalists and then to the 12 recipients.
Winners receive an engraved award and $5,000 underwritten by the Dominion Foundation, the philanthropic arm of Dominion Resources.

‘The award is truly a reflection
of the hard work of so many
amazing students I’ve had the
pleasure of mentoring, the openness and collaborative spirit of
my colleagues, and the ongoing
support of our leadership.’
MARK GABRIELE (‘95), biology professor

STATE COUNCIL OF HIGHER
EDUCATION FOR VIRGINIA
‘I have been blessed to work
with awesome colleagues,
students and individuals of all
ability levels in the community
who challenge me to grow as
a person and a professional
every day.’
THOMAS MORAN, kinesiology professor

TOP FULBRIGHT PRODUCER
JMU has once again been identified as a top producer of Fulbright scholars
among master’s-level institutions in the U.S. For the second consecutive year,
three JMU professors were awarded Fulbright grants to teach and/or conduct
research internationally in 2017-18. They are Michelle D. Cude (College of Education, Kenya), Ramon Mata-Toledo (College of Science and Mathematics, Chile) and Trevor Stokes
(College of Health and Behavioral Studies, Georgia).
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Minding the health insurance gap

Three teams were
chosen to present their
solutions to a panel of
state lawmakers.

W

hat’s the best way to provide health insurance
to 400,000 Virginians who earn too much to
qualify for Medicaid but too little to purchase
their own insurance? That was the challenge
facing about 200 JMU students from multiple
majors in the College of Health and Behavioral Studies and the College of Business during the fourth annual Health Policy Summit.
While state lawmakers have been grappling with the dilemma for
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Read more at
j.mu/hps.

years, the students were tasked with developing solutions in 45 minutes. And since the Virginia General Assembly has repeatedly voted
against expanding Medicaid to cover the gap, the students were
barred from using Medicaid expansion as an option.
Social work professor Laura Trull, an organizer of the summit,
said the students learn to appreciate the strengths and breadth of
each others’ disciplines, adding, “It is impressive how they find a
way to work with people… and face the problem head-on.”
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Bend, don’t break, Bolling advises

B
During a guest lecture in March, former
Virginia Lt. Gov. Bill Bolling emphasized
the need for more mainstream voices in
American political debate.

ill Bolling, former lieutenant governor of Virginia and a member of
the JMU Board of Visitors, was
the guest speaker for the third session in the Department of History’s series
Democracy in Peril?
“Since When Did Compromise Become
a Bad Thing?” focused on the art of compromise as the essence of a working democracy. “This was a principle embedded in
the very creation of our government by the
founding fathers of our country, including,
our favorite, James Madison,” he said.
Bolling, a Republican known for reaching across the political aisle, said, “Neither
party has a monopoly on wisdom, common
sense or good government.”

The voices of people who represent
mainstream America are frequently
drowned out by opinions on the poles of
the political spectrum, Bolling said. He
encouraged the students, faculty and members of the community in attendance not
to shy away from public debate. “There’s
nothing wrong with resisting the extremes
and being involved in the mainstream,
but to take this back we’re going to need
more reasonable people, more mainstream
people, who are willing to re-engage with
this process.”
“We need to understand that at the end of
the day, to reach consensus about public policy, everybody has to give a little bit,” he said.
“It’s better to bend a little than to break.”

Hotel Madison, located at the corner of South Main Street and Martin Luther King Jr. Way, is scheduled to open May 1, in time for spring
commencement. The official hotel of James Madison University, it will feature 230 guest rooms, more than 21,000 square feet of event
space and a full-service restaurant.

L L I N G A N D H OT EL M A D ISO N P H OTOGR A P HS BY M I KE M I R I EL LO (’09 M)
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JMU endowment tops $100 million, No. 2 in Virginia in growth

T

he university’s endowment surpassed $100 million in January, James Madison University Foundation CEO Tom
Schaeffer announced at the 2018 Annual Stewardship
Luncheon in March. “Thanks to all of you, we’ve done
it—and we’ve done it a year early,” Schaeffer said.
Four years ago, when the endowment was approaching $78 million, the foundation announced it had set an
endowment goal to surpass $100 million by
the foundation’s 50th anniversary in 2019.
“We have been successful in surpassing that
endowment goal this year because our donors
believe in JMU,” Schaeffer said.
He also noted that JMU’s endowment
is among the fastest growing in Virginia.
Tom Schaeffer,
“Between 2006 and the end of fiscal year
James Madison
2017, our endowment has grown at an annual
University Foundation CEO
rate of better than 9.5 percent, ranking us

No. 2 in Virginia for growth rate among some very notable institutions,” he said. “Donors’ record-breaking giving continues to
fuel what we believe will be a continuing upward trajectory for the
endowment of James Madison University.”

GETTHE
SCOOP

Students learn about
JMU philanthropy at
April 3 social

More than 200 students
answered trivia questions about
private giving to JMU, chatted
with donors and enjoyed ice
cream at an I-Heart-JMU Week
event April 3 sponsored by the
JMU Student Alumni Association. Dukes Pay It Forward
founder Kathy Thomas (’78)
and DPIF donor and Vice President for University Advancement Nick Langridge (’00,
’07M, ’14D) attended the event,
along with many JMU student
scholarship recipients and other
interested students.

12
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The JMU Brass
Band demonstrates
how scholarships
can help transform individual
performers into
an ensemble.

UNLOCKING OUR POTENTIAL
“This room of believers constitutes the front lines of philanthropy
at JMU,” President Jonathan Alger told donors who gathered for
the 2018 Annual Stewardship Luncheon to celebrate the impact of
giving on the university. “I am personally grateful for the good you
do for this university.” Alger also announced the largest bequest
ever received by JMU, $3.5 million from the estate of Betty Coe

Cinquegrana (’64). “Betty was a visionary,” Alger said. Her gift
establishes an Endowed Chair in Business for Ethics and Leadership; an Endowed Presidential Chair for Excellence in Teaching or
Research; scholarships in the College of Education; and scholarships in entrepreneurship, ethics and leadership. “So on behalf of
the faculty, staff, students and wider JMU community,” Alger said,
“let me say thank you for leading the way and unlocking the potential of James Madison University.”

“The Hillcrest
Scholarship gave
me the opportunity
to dive into my
deepest passion:
the exploration of
the relationship
between psychology
and performance,”
said Honors College
student Matthew
Best, pictured here
with advisory council member Lynn
Lang (’64) and Dean
Bradley Newcomer.

“I want to thank you all for giving and allowing
me to focus my JMU time practicing, performing and creating the best musical experience
at this university,” said tubist Kai Smith,
shown here with Associate Dean Sonya Baker.

“Valley Scholars, to
me, is a savior,” said
Valley Scholar Katy
Arenas. “They are
helping me reach my
true potential and
accomplish my life
goals. I cannot wait
to become a James
Madison Duke in
2020. Thank you for
your donations.”

‘Scholarship
recipients raise the
quality of education
for everyone.
I thank you for
helping to make
that transformation
possible.’
SONYA BAKER,

associate dean, College of Visual
and Performing Arts

O T O G R A P H S B Y M I K E M I R I E L L O ( ’ 0 9 M ) , J U S T I N R O T H A N D C O DY T R OY E R
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“We sat for an exciting day of presentations
from JMU professors that would just blow your
mind for their genius and for their life-changing
potential,” said JMU parents and Madison Trust
investors Robin and John Reifsnider (‘16P).
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GIVING DAY SUCCESS

JMU’s third 24-hour fundraising event receives enthusiastic support

8

3.13.1
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$649,477
RAISED
153

CAMPUS
INITIATIVES
RECEIVED
GIFTS

TIME OF
FIRST GIFT

12:01:18 AM

5,095
GIFTS

1,854 SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

1,083

1ST-TIME
DONORS
Alicia Pettis
@alicia_marie725 Mar 13
BOOM BABY! Idk what you were
doing at 12:01 am this morning,
but I was making the first gift
to @jamesmadisonuniversity on
#jmugivingday. You’ve got the
rest of the day to join me! A gift
of any size counts towards the
goal of 5,000 gifts in 24 hours.
l

L D N E T W O R K P H O T O G R A P H B Y C H R I S M E Y E R S ( ’ 11 , ’ 1 5 M )
PublishedG Oby
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Honors: Worth the challenge
BY S A R A H F E AT H E R STON E (’13)

B

eing a student in the Honors College is intense.
In addition to courses for their majors and
minors, honors students complete a self-directed
honors minor that integrates their coursework
with challenging educational experiences, both on
and off campus. These experiences culminate in
the required Honors Capstone Project.
There’s no getting around it: This is a challenging endeavor.
But honors students choose challenge and opportunity every
time—and the more of them the better. They see the experiences
and benefits they gain as well worth it.
“These students are voracious about learning, driven to take on
new challenges and endlessly in search of fresh and original experiences beyond traditional disciplinary bounds. They’re intellectual
risk takers,” says Honors College Dean Bradley Newcomer. “They
are active across campus in student organizations. This level of
drive and determination is their lifeblood.”

16
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Hillcrest House,
located in the
heart of campus,
is the home of the
Honors College.
(Inset): Honors College Dean Bradley
Newcomer.

Matthew Best, a junior honors student from Utica, New York, says
he always knew he wanted to get away from his small hometown to
meet new people, learn new things and speak different languages.
He selected JMU because of its reputation for having one of the best
undergraduate psychology departments in higher education.
“JMU, as a whole, seemed to me like a place where I could grow
and do my own thing, especially in honors,” he explains.
Best added a Spanish major to complement his passion for psychology, and has capitalized on that combination to immerse himself in the research he hopes to do professionally.

P H OTOGR A P HS BY M I KE M I R I EL LO (’09 M)
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As a recipient of the Hillcrest Scholarship, Best has been able to work with the
U.S. Soccer Development Academy as
part of the Mindset Assessment Project
to survey and assess how players’ mindset
and psychology affect performance. “It’s
the largest survey that’s ever been done on
player psychology, which is really exciting
and humbling at the same time,” he says.
“If you had told me I would be able to work
with the largest soccer development organization in the country … and be in the
lead of developing this survey, I probably
would have laughed.”
Best also serves several leadership roles
as president of the JMU Spanish Club and
as a teaching assistant for the Introduction
to Honors seminar, a required course for
all first-year honors students. Additionally,
Best is a member of Sigma Delta Pi, the
National Spanish Honor Society; Psi Chi,
the International Honor Society of Psychology; and the Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society.

‘Students come to
college with original dreams and high
expectations. The
Honors College experience helps put them
on a path toward
those dreams.’
PH I L F R A NA ,

associate dean of the Honors College

“Students come to college with original
dreams and high expectations,” says Phil
Frana, associate dean of the Honors College. “The Honors College experience helps
them pull together all the right educational
components and create unique experiences
to put them on a path toward those dreams.”

“To thrive as an honors student at JMU,
you must be outwardly focused and want
to embrace the world. That’s not the same
at honors colleges at other universities,”
adds Newcomer.
Like Best, senior Mary Margaret Hawkins
found this focus on engaged learning to
be a hallmark of her honors experience.
“There’s a level of expectation for students
in the Honors College to be in an academically rigorous program and also be involved
and engaged.”
A foreign languages, literatures and
cultures major, Hawkins says the opportunities she has had to be involved in the
community, both locally and abroad, have
made a direct impact on her immigration
advocacy work.
“The [Honors] Global Studies Seminar
is what started to shape my experience at
JMU,” Hawkins says.
In 2016, Hawkins spent her spring break
completing a practicum in the Dominican

“JMU, as a whole,
seemed to me like a
place where I could
grow and do my own
thing, especially in
honors,” says Matthew
Best, a junior from
Utica, New York. Best
is one of three JMU
honors students who
received honorable
mention from the Barry
M. Goldwater Scholarship Program in 2018.
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Republic, where she taught English in a
Santa Domingo school. To enable her to
continue working with diverse populations, Hawkins was awarded an Honors
College Hillcrest Scholarship to travel to
Spain last summer. There she completed
courses for her Spanish major and conducted research for her thesis comparing
foreign and native language education in
the U.S., Dominican Republic and Spain.
While in Spain, she also completed an
intensive internship teaching adult English
classes and a children’s program in Valencia. “Being able to have these types of experiences, they change your life,” she says.
Hawkins had been planning to teach
English as a second language, but in her
final semester she realized that all of her
course work and honors experiences had
been leading her to be a different kind of
change maker, one who enacts policy and
informs the law. Hawkins dropped her

‘It’s making these
connections between
what you’re learning, what you believe,
what your purpose is
and what you want to
do in the world.’
JA R E D DI E N E R,

honors academic adviser

Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages certification and added a minor
in Spanish-English Translation and Interpretation to refocus and chart a new path.
It might seem like a risk to switch tracks
last minute, but it has paid off: Hawkins
is applying to top law schools and believes

she’s headed toward fulfilling her dream
of working in international or immigration law.
Hawkins says her Madison Experience is
reflective of the open, authentic, inclusive
and holistic Honors College community.
“If you’re willing to push yourself academically and you’re wanting to get more out of
your experience at JMU, the Honors College allows you to get more of an enriching
experience,” she says.
“It’s making these connections between
what you’re learning, what you believe,
what your purpose is and what you want to
do in the world,” explains honors academic
adviser Jared Diener.
“From my point of view, honors is a customized journey,” Frana explains. “It’s a
nonstandard educational experience that
helps students develop the pathway that
they’re going to take through their entire
education and into their lives.”

“There’s a level of
expectation for students
in the Honors College to
be in an academically
rigorous program and
also be involved and
engaged,” says senior
Mary Margaret Hawkins,
who recently won a
Fulbright scholarship to
study in Colombia.

18
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Perspectives on civil discourse
‘As an educational community dedicated to civil discourse and to providing learning opportunities for individuals of all backgrounds, it is incumbent upon all of us at Madison to stand
in unity with fellow citizens when these fundamental principles are under attack. And as a
public university, we will always respect and protect rights of both free speech and freedom
from discrimination that are essential foundations for the learning environment.’
— JONATHAN ALGER, JMU president

‘Where I think free speech
ends is when it incites to
violence, and there’s a
great deal of that in our
society. Free speech is
something we can have
conversations about. We
don’t have to agree, but
we can have respectful
conversations. And I think
that mirrors what happens
in classrooms across James
Madison University.’
— BILL WHITE, professor of educational foundations and exceptionalities

‘Free speech must be content-neutral. Censorship and prior restraint hurt open dialogue.’
— ROGER SOENKSEN, professor of media arts and design and

‘Engaging in discourse
within a forum of democratic decision-making
is a fundamental component of our civil nature in
the United States. There
is plenty of evidence in
social and corporate media
outlets that our abilities to
productively engage with
one another are eroding,
causing concern for the
status of our democracy.
However, if we pay attention, we can also see a marked awareness of this
erosion and the re-emergence of efforts to shore
up civil discourse in civic spaces.’
— ROB ALEXANDER, professor of political science and associate
director of JMU’s Institute for Constructive Advocacy and Dialogue

communication studies

‘Civility is a commitment to others to focus on
addressing problems and not attacking each
other. It does not artificially constrain talk by
avoiding conflict, but focuses on productive
conflict that is tough on the problems rather
than each other. For me, civility is a redirection
of the energy and passion that bring people to
the table in the first place.’
— LORI BRITT, professor of communication studies and director of
JMU’s Institute for Constructive Advocacy and Dialogue

L U S T R AT I O N B Y D AV I D P O H L / i S P O T
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‘Actions speak louder than words. But words,
too, can be loud — beneficially or not. As a
learning community, we encourage reflective
questioning before making a decision of word
or deed. JMU’s Ethical Reasoning in Action —
Eight Key Questions — enhances civil discourse
by modeling thoughtfulness and critical thinking as a strategy to identify and carefully craft
the common good.’
— BILL HAWK, chair, The Madison Collaborative: Ethical Reasoning in Action
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Passing the torch
‘Father’ of JMU women’s soccer hangs up his cleats after 28 seasons

D

BY K E V I N WA R N E R (’ 0 2)

ave Lombardo wore many hats in his 28-year meetings. Eventually the president decided that the admissions
run as James Madison women’s soccer head director shouldn’t be splitting his time coaching soccer.
“My wife and I sat down one day and Joan said, ‘What do
coach—recruiter, scheduler, practice planner,
supervisor, skill developer, tactician. But ask you want to do?’ I said, ‘I think I want to coach,’” Lombardo
the alumnae of his program and they’ll agree, said. “So we took that leap of faith and came down here with the
he never shed his two most important hats— intention of getting it started and later returning to our home in
New England. But when I got down here to JMU, I really felt
father figure and mentor.
“He wasn’t just a soccer coach, but he was a dad to each and like I was home.”
Lombardo applied for the JMU opening late in 1989. His hire
every one of us,” said Annie Lowry Young (’08), an All-American who played for Lombardo from 2004-07. “He was our pro- didn’t become official until mid-spring, leaving little time to
tector. He was someone who got us out of trouble, who guided us recruit and prepare for the fall season. Using primarily JMU club
players and other non-varsity studentdown the right path. He was pretty
athletes, Lombardo led the Dukes to
much everything rolled into one.”
a top-10 regional ranking in 1990.
During the recruiting process,
The following year, JMU found itself
Young originally had her sights set
in the nation’s Top 25 polls.
on Penn State. However, before makThanks to a natural resource of
ing her decision, her father learned
soccer talent in Virginia, JMU womof JMU’s academic reputation and
en’s soccer quickly rubbed elbows
encouraged her to visit. “I met with
with the elite programs in the area.
Coach Lombardo and immediately
Lombardo said, “I knew we’d be
Penn State went out the window,”
good pretty quickly. There were
Young said. “It was love at first sight
staffing and resource challenges early
with the campus and Dave’s personon, but eventually we started adding
ality and demeanor. You could feel
different things and became a consishis heart pounding through his chest
tent force and a giant killer. I travel
and his love for the school and for his
all over the country, and we are by far
team. It sold me right then and there.”
one of the top programs on the East
Lombardo’s love for the program
Coast in terms of facilities and everywas abundantly clear on Nov. 29, 2017,
thing else that JMU offers.”
when he announced his retirement.
In the early years, Lombardo had
The news prompted hundreds of cononly one graduate assistant coach.
gratulatory texts, emails and Facebook
“Dave had a lot to have to teach me
messages from former student-athletes,
when I came down to be his assistant,
assistant coaches and colleagues.
especially in the office,” said Alison
Previously director of admissions
Foley (’94M), now the head coach at
and part-time soccer coach at Keene
Boston College. “But he has helped me
State College in New Hampshire,
realize the importance of balance, famLombardo called it a “leap of faith”
ily and to never take yourself too serito leave a job in which he found
ously. I have never laughed so much as
himself drawing up soccer plays
– ANNIE LOWRY YOUNG,
I did when I was on Dave’s staff. The
on napkins during administrative
All-American, 2004-07

‘He wasn’t just a
soccer coach, but he
was a dad to each and
every one of us.’
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Two of Lombardo’s
keys to victory
were a team-first
attitude and a consistent approach.

‘Coach treated every player with respect
and kindness and genuinely wanted to fuel
our passion for the game.’
– RACHEL CHUPEIN MULLANEY, former Dukes player and coach

beauty is that our relationship hasn’t changed
after all these years, and we still make fun of
each other and laugh like it’s 1993!”
Lombardo quickly rooted his program
in developing the person first and the
player second. That investment in his student-athletes as young women preparing
for life, in turn, yielded a team that fully
bought into his system, and the results
showed on the field.
“Coach treated every player with
respect and kindness and genuinely
wanted to fuel our passion for the game,”

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2018

said Rachel Chupein Mullaney (’09), who
played for, and later coached under, Lombardo. “He also made it clear to us that
you can’t take a single game for granted.
The highs can’t get too high and the lows
can’t get too low.”
Equipped with that mentality, the
wins kept coming for Lombardo’s Dukes.
They made their first of five consecutive NCAA appearances in 1995 and had
11 appearances altogether on his watch.
JMU captured Colonial Athletic Association titles in 1995, 2002, 2010 and 2015,

and six of his student-athletes were honored as All-Americans. At the time of his
retirement, Lombardo ranked 12th alltime in victories (415) among women’s
soccer head coaches, and sixth among
active coaches.
Two of Lombardo’s keys to victory were a
team-first attitude and a consistent approach.
“Our biggest emphasis was about being
a team and buying into the system with a
style of play that was going to fit us,” he
said. “We rarely game-planned for other
teams. We basically had the arrogance to
S P R I N G / S U M M E R
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say, ‘This is what we do and if it’s not good
enough, so be it, but you’re going to have
to beat us.’ I think our kids enjoyed that
approach and got revved up for it.”
The Dukes wore the “giant killer” label
on multiple occasions over the years, perhaps most memorably in a loss at national
power Portland in 2008. Playing in front
of 5,000 fans against the third-ranked
Pilots, who had allowed just six goals all
season entering the contest, JMU AllAmerican Teresa Rynier (’11) struck first,
five minutes into the game. The Dukes
later fell behind 3-1, but pulled within
one on a goal by future professional Corky
Julien (’10) with six minutes to go. They
kept up the pressure for the remainder of
the contest, which ended in a 3-2 defeat.
No other team—not Oregon, UCLA,
USC, Florida, Penn State, Washington,
Texas or Stanford—posted multiple goals
against the Pilots all season. The Portland
fans recognized what their juggernaut
soccer team had just survived. “After the

‘... I stayed in it
because I love the
relationships with
the kids. That will
be the hardest part,
not having that.’
– DAVE LOMBARDO,
women’s soccer coach, 1990-2017

game,” Lombardo recalled, “a Portland
faculty member came up to me and said,
‘I’ve been watching them for 20 years and
I’ve never seen anybody do that to them.’”
Looking back at the successes over the
years, former players and coaches still say
that their best memories are of Dave Lombardo the person, father and mentor.
“If you played for Dave or worked for
Dave, you have an advocate and a friend
for life,” Foley said. “Lots of players and

22
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Former players and coaches say that their
best memories are of Dave Lombardo the
person, father and mentor.

assistants aren’t perfect, but he has always
forgiven and been there for all of us. His
loyalty to his extended family is something so unique and special to all of us.”
“I think he’s one of the greats,” Young
said. “You don’t see someone begin a program, stick around for that many years and
have every single class love you. It’s unbelievable to see the outpouring of love that
has happened over the last few months.
He’s a family member, not just our coach.”
Lombardo has handed over the keys to
the women’s soccer program to new coach
Joshua Walters Sr.—a hire he labeled one
of the best in the country this offseason.
But after 28 years, the transition from
head coach to fan won’t be easy.
“I got into coaching soccer because I
love soccer, but I stayed in it because I love
the relationships with the kids. That will
be the hardest part, not having that.”
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WINNING WAYS
Teams, student-athletes continue to represent JMU well
CHAMPIONS!
(x4)
Since the start of the
2017-18 sports year,
four teams have claimed
Colonial Athletic Association championships:
cross country (first
since 2011), football
(third straight), volleyball (back-to-back), and
swimming and diving
(first since 2012). In
addition, men’s soccer
and women’s basketball
each captured regularseason titles.

Read more about
JMU’s success on
the field, in the pool and on
the court at jmusports.com.

RETURN TO
FRISCO
JMU made back-to-back
appearances in the NCAA
Division I Football National
Championship, falling just
short against North Dakota
State, 17-13. Toyota Stadium
in Frisco, Texas, was once
again a sea of purple, and
JMU Nation showed up for a
pep rally Friday night at The
Star in Frisco. The Dukes are
now 28-2 in two seasons
under Mike Houston, who
signed a contract extension
through the 2027 season.

WELCOME, JOSHUA WALTERS

INDOOR TENNIS FACILITY

JMU women’s soccer has hired Joshua Walters Sr. to succeed
longtime head coach Dave Lombardo. Walters previously served
as assistant coach and recruiting coordinator at UCLA, where
he helped the Bruins to a 2013 national championship and, more
recently, orchestrated the No. 1 and No. 2 recruiting classes in
the nation in consecutive years.

The East Campus Tennis Facility opened in January, providing an indoor training home for the
JMU men’s and women’s tennis programs. While
the facility will occasionally host competitions,
the most significant benefit will be the winter
performance opportunities.
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How to succeed in business
Northrop Grumman President Kathy Warden (’92) talks
about perseverance, disappointment and accomplishment

K

BY JA N G I L L I S (’ 0 7 )

athy Warden (’92) began 2018 transitioning to
new roles as president and chief operating officer of Northrop Grumman, having previously
served as corporate vice president and president
of the global aerospace and defense company’s
Mission Systems business.
Where she is today might have seemed out
of reach to the young woman who came to JMU as a first-generation student from Hagerstown, Maryland. “I came to Madison eager
to learn and gain experience that would prepare me to step into my
career,” says Warden. “I received that here.”
She focused on computer information systems and economics,
both of which have been foundational to her career. “I loved my
programming classes in CIS despite the fact that you spent sleepless
nights in the lab trying to get those programs to compile. It taught
me a lot about how to persevere and think critically.”
Madison’s emphasis on critical-thinking skills and the ability to
think independently proved essential.
“I learned to think about tasks logically and to break big problems
down into smaller components. I remember an assignment where I
had to try different approaches after realizing that my first attempt to
solve a problem was not going to work,” she says. Her academic proj-

Warden talks with early-career employees after a town hall
meeting during National Manufacturing Day.
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ects inured her to discouragement when
she encountered similar situations in the
workplace. “I had learned challenges are
just another experience to build upon.”
She also appreciates the fact that
JMU allowed her to interface with
people of different backgrounds, experiences and majors. “In the business
world, most of your work is done in
teams, and that felt very natural to me
based on the experiences I had at JMU.”
Her economics classes allowed her to
reap another benefit. Warden serves on
the board of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Richmond. Twenty-five years out of the
classroom, “I was able to draw on things
that I learned that long ago to help me
in my board service,” she says.
While a good academic foundation
was a primary reason for Warden’s decision to come to JMU, she was also looking for an environment that provided
ready friendship and opportunities for
involvement with other students and the community. “I absolutely
found that at JMU,” she says, recounting the combination of volunteering in literacy programs, pledging to a business fraternity and
working on campus in the computer lab. It was a life lesson. “At
JMU, I really learned to balance all those activities,” she says. “I continue to practice [that] balance today.”
Warden acknowledges the challenges that she and other women
in leadership positions face on a regular basis. “One of the most
important things for women to remember is to be resilient,” she
says. “There are going to be times when it’s tough. Be confident
in your ability to contribute. It’s what got you there. It’s what will
make you successful.”
Her advice for today’s undergraduates? “Everybody follows their
own journey,” she says. Warden recommends taking on new challenges, even taking a little bit of risk early in your career. “It’s a great
time to experiment and learn new things,” she says. The payoff is
that “for the rest of your life you’re willing to take on the things that
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Kathy Warden, Northrop
Grumman’s president and
chief operating officer,
addresses the executive
leadership team at the
company’s annual leadership conference.

‘There are going to be times when it’s tough. Be
confident in your ability to contribute. It’s what
got you there. It’s what will make you successful.’
other people might shy away from. You really build confidence that
sustains you in making tough decisions.”
She cautions that success can come with disappointment. “Professional disappointments come in all flavors: I’ve had setbacks; I’ve not
gotten opportunities that I wanted to have. Regardless, it’s important
to very quickly move past it, learn from it and recognize that you’ll get
another shot. People are watching how you handle disappointment,
so it’s important to handle that with professionalism, grace and the
ability to move on,” she says. “Do not dwell in the past and how you
would do it over again, instead think how you would apply that lesson
to the future and the next time you encounter a similar situation.”
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The foundation she received
at Madison makes it easy for
her to recommend the school to
others. “In my view, the focus
of an undergraduate education
should be student growth and
development. I find that to be very true here at JMU,” she says.
“It’s a university with a great academic foundation but also a much
broader agenda, to be a socially responsible university, to grow students to do great things in the world not just through their education
but also through teaching them to be well-rounded individuals and
contributors to society,” she says.
Warden is proof that the Madison formula works.
She believes that her kinship with fellow Dukes is universal. “I
have never seen anyone who has come to JMU and walked away
with a negative thing to say,” she says. “That’s something I’m very
proud of: To say I’m a Duke.”
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Civil society is in desperate need
of renewal. As the institution
named for the Father of the
Constitution, JMU is poised to

A

mass withdrawal

from civil society was a signature feature of American life in the mid-to-late 20th century. Robert
Putnam famously chronicled downward trends

assume a leading role in the battle

in various types of political activity, participation
in civic organizations like PTAs and the League

to preserve our democracy.

of Women Voters, and regular attendance at religious institutions—which often serve as social
outlets as well as houses of worship. Over the
years, Americans were increasingly less likely to
work with others to solve community problems
and even spent less meaningful time with friends,
family and neighbors. A report by the National
Conference on Citizenship recently characterized these trends as a “collapse of American civic
life” and further addressed the dilapidated trust
Americans have in government and each other.
What has emerged in the 21st century is a polarized, uninviting and sometimes abrasive society.
The Higher Education Research Institute found
first-year students in the Fall 2016 semester to hold
the distinction of being “the most polarized cohort
in the 51-year history of the Freshman Survey”
across 184 colleges and universities. Perhaps more
troubling is how people view those with different
political perspectives. The Pew Research Center
found exceedingly high percentages of Republicans
and Democrats accusing each other of being “more
close-minded than other Americans,” and over half
of those politically engaged reported being angry

Photo -illu stratio ns by MATT CHASE
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and even afraid of the opposing political party.
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Our vision of being the national model that structure American political activUnderlying this research are millions of
conversations devolving into shouting for the engaged university blazes a clear ity. Surely, studying our founding documatches and interpersonal relationships path to being a recognized leader in ments and building civic knowledge is a
strained by political disagreements. This is renewing civil society. We define civic prerequisite for meaningful democratic
the political environment our students are engagement as advancing the legacy of engagement; however, we confront an
inheriting. And, it is in this context that James Madison, the Father of the Con- era in which only 26 percent of Amerithe very institutions charged with training stitution, by preparing individuals to be can adults can correctly name the three
young people to responsibly participate active and responsible participants in a branches of government, and over onein civic life have been accused of shirk- representative democracy dedicated to third are unable to name a single right
ing responsibilities. Former U.S. Supreme the common good. Civic learning at JMU guaranteed in the First Amendment of the
Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor has is a campuswide endeavor, rather than a Constitution, according to the Annenberg
been a leading critic of modern K-12 edu- discrete program targeting a select group Constitution Day Civics Survey. Learncation practices, arguing “[h]igh-quality of students. We believe all students— ing from the founding documents is prioritized by the highest levels
civic learning used to be a
of JMU’s administration.
staple of every state’s educa‘We believe all students—regardless
Each year, a speaker in Presition system, but today many
of their chosen major or their politident Alger’s Madison Vision
have pushed it aside to make
cal beliefs—should graduate with the
Series delivers a Constitution
more room for math, science,
Day address and challenges
and language arts instruction.
civic knowledge, skills and disposiour campus community to
This has created a civic edutions that prepare them to effecconnect modern issues to the
cation and engagement crisis
tively engage contemporary probideas and debates confronting
among our young people.
lems in a way that values, rather than
James Madison and his conSimply put, they do not know
temporaries when building
the underlying principles of
demonizes, the contributions and
the framework for our new
American democracy.” Simiperspectives of those who disagree.’
nation.
lar accusations have been
Civic learning is reinforced
leveled against higher edu— ABRAHAM GOLDBERG
in upper-level courses across
cation, most notably in the
the curriculum, providing
Association of American Colopportunities for students to
leges and Universities’ A Cruconnect contemporary probcible Moment, which argued
“a robust approach to civic
lems to the specialized training
learning is provided to only a
and development that occurs
minority of students, limiting
within academic majors.
higher education’s potential civic impact.” regardless of their chosen major or their JMU’s nursing and social work programs
Failing to prepare students to address political beliefs—should graduate with earned national attention this year for the
contemporary public issues in a democratic the civic knowledge, skills and disposi- ways civic learning is interwoven throughsociety while earning an undergraduate tions that prepare them to effectively out their curricula; art majors learn how
degree simultaneously fails our political engage contemporary problems in a way creative expression operates within, and
system and the students themselves. Mod- that values, rather than demonizes, the sometimes challenges, dominant political
ern problems require the collective wisdom contributions and perspectives of those and social orders; business law majors parand values of a public-spirited citizenry, who disagree. JMU students are learning ticipate in mock trials focusing on whiteand students hungry for influence and how to engage our democratic political collar crimes; geographic science students
empowerment must learn how to address system while being charged and empow- learn how to address problems with a spathe issues they care about most. Civil soci- ered to improve it!
tial component by studying voting patterns
Through our General Education pro- in American elections and creating 2020
ety is in desperate need of renewal, and
James Madison University is poised to gram, all JMU students learn the history campaign strategies; the Honors College
assume national leadership in the arduous and operation of American democratic identifies civic engagement as an area of
institutions and intellectual concepts curricular emphasis; theater students excel
battle to revive our democracy.
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(Top): Students discuss important topics at a D.E.E.P. Impact Dialogue during Martin
Luther King Jr. Week; (Above): Constitution Day T-shirts are a big hit; (Above, right):
Speakers often inspire student questioning; (Right): Constitutional law expert A.E.
Dick Howard was the inaugural speaker for the Madison Vision Series: Contemporary Issues in an Engaged Society in 2013.
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(Above): Jim Acosta (’93), CNN senior White House correspondent,
speaks about “Real News” on April 5; (Right): Civil debate is a tradition at JMU; (Below): Virginia Supreme Court Justice William C. Mims
listens as SGA students present their views during a day of lobbying in
Richmond; (Bottom, right): A box checked at a voter registration drive.
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in using performance to raise awareness of the engaged university is our strong sense Although admittedly daunting, preparing
public issues; and the School of Media Arts of community. At JMU, people care about students to be active and responsible citiand Design is building programs focused the well-being of others. Our strategic plan zens is made easier because the forces that
notes “[s]tudents often describe their expe- create political differences are far weaker
on media literacy and democracy.
Improving appreciations of diverse per- rience as one where we ‘hold the door open’ than the forces that unite us around being
spectives and conflict resolution are points for each other. We see this as both literal— a member of the JMU community.
James Madison University’s commitment
of emphasis. Students in communication reflecting a warm and welcoming comstudies receive formal training in facilitat- munity—and figurative, where we open to renewing civil society advances the legacy
ing dialogue among those who disagree on opportunities for our students by foster- of our eponym. A small, visionary group of
various local and national issues. This is ing the cultivation of ideas in and beyond JMU faculty, along with colleagues from
Montpelier, have developed the
remarkable in an era when conLegacy Framework—six affirmaversations about political mat‘Civic learning and democratic
tive statements inspired by the
ters are off-limits in many living
engagement require exploration
knowledge, skills and disposirooms and social settings, thus
of realities that might challenge
tions associated with the historic
inhibiting opportunities to pracJames Madison. This framework
tice listening to various perspecotherwise comfortable assumpreflects JMU’s civic mission and
tives and demystify opposing
tions. They force people to think
guides our campuswide effort.
views. Further, faculty from all
through serious social, political
disciplines have opportunities to
and cultural issues.’
■ I learn from and with others.
learn how to incorporate debate
■ I foster collaboration.
into their courses as a means to
— ABRAHAM GOLDBERG
■ I embrace complexity.
develop skills in public advocacy.
■ I value pragmatism.
Civic learning and democratic
■ I advance the public good.
engagement are featured in our
■ I lead.
academic programs, but JMU
has long understood that student
learning also occurs outside the
These statements are preceded
classroom. The Student Govby a preamble recognizing the
ernment Association and a host
challenge of aspiring to be Madiof other student organizations
sonian while recognizing his lived
collaborate to support JMU’s
contradictions: In presenting James
voter registration and election
Madison as a political role model,
participation initiative—aptly
it is recognized he exhibited many
named Dukes Vote. Efforts are
traits desperately needed today. At
underway to make voter educathe same time, we refuse to idealGoldberg meeting with members of Virginia21, a nonpartisan student organization that provides information and
tion a year-round, co-curricular
ize him; he had numerous flaws
encourages political action on issues such as higher educaendeavor, rather than a seasonal
and foibles, and his legacy, like our
tion, economic development and good government.
activity that becomes dormant
nation’s, is mixed. We admit to a
after each election. Civic learning is fur- the classroom.” Caring about others is not candid world that we, the people of the United
ther embedded in JMU’s Community only a moral obligation; it also creates an States, are still evolving, still striving toward
Service-Learning program, where stu- environment that allows students to grap- that perfect union. Looking ahead, we ask,
dents reflect upon the social, cultural and ple with contemporary issues in a support- what can each person do to secure the great
political issues that frame the problems ive environment. Civic learning and demo- nation he imagined? James Madison Univeraddressed through active service. And, the cratic engagement require exploration of sity is advancing this work by preparing stuCenter for Multicultural Student Services realities that might challenge otherwise dents for active and responsible participation
conducts dialogues on issues ranging from comfortable assumptions. They force peo- in a representative democracy.
ple to think through serious social, politisocial justice to human trafficking.
Perhaps the most significant asset in cal and cultural issues—many of which are
For more about civic engagement at
JMU, visit jmu.edu/civic.
JMU’s efforts to be the national model for controversial and perhaps even divisive.
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Q&A

Taking
a stand

J

ewel Hurt is a sophomore honors student double majoring in
political science and public policy
and administration. The Roanoke, Virginia, native currently
serves as president of the Student Government Association and was a member of the
governor’s Millennial Civic Engagement
Task Force. Hurt is on the pre-law track and
hopes to pursue a career in public service
after graduation.
Madison: Why did you want to get
involved with the Student Government
Association?
Hurt: I was introduced to SGA in my
first class as a college freshman. I sat
in the front row beside the SGA Academic Affairs chair, and he encouraged
me to look into the organization. I ran
for freshman class president and lost.
Nevertheless, I saw the Student Government Association as an opportunity
to do something bigger than myself and
knew that a title wasn’t necessary to
make a difference.
Madison: What does civic engagement
mean to you?
Hurt: Civic engagement is so much
more than voting in elections. Civic
engagement involves taking a stance
on issues affecting the community,
participating in service to help those
in need and working actively to initiate
positive change.
Madison: How does the SGA represent JMU students’ interests, and how
do you encourage students to become
involved in the democratic process?
Hurt: The SGA is comprised of several

‘Civic engagement
involves taking a stance
on issues affecting the
community, participating
in service to help those
in need and working
actively to initiate positive change.’
— JEWEL HURT, SGA president
committees that each have a specific
focus in regard to serving students.
Along with committee work, all senators
have the ability to introduce resolutions
or bills of opinion to emphasize, recognize or show support for any given issue
or matter concerning student life. Since
being president, I have worked hard to
get students more involved by reaching
out to clubs and organizations through
a series of listening tours. I believe we
cannot simply expect students to come
to us when they have a problem. Instead,
the SGA should go to the students and
elicit their recommendations and suggestions for improvement.
Madison: Talk about your role with the
governor’s Millennial Civic Engagement
Task Force, how you got involved and
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why you feel it is important as a college
student to be involved.
Hurt: Over the summer, I was asked
to serve on former Gov. Terry McAuliffe’s Millennial Civic Engagement Task
Force to help identify barriers that may
keep young people from participating
in the political process. Serving on the
task force allowed me to see that civic
engagement is a topic that colleges
and universities should be consistently
working to improve on. Student voices
matter, and we must make sure that
both university administrators and state
legislators are listening to our concerns
and aware of our needs.
Madison: What will you take from your
experience with the SGA that will help
you in your career?
Hurt: My experience in the SGA has
been invaluable in terms of showing me
what it means to be a true public servant.
The Student Government Association
has a primary goal to serve and represent the students, and that’s not always
an easy task. With this being said, everything worth doing comes at a cost, and
you can’t quit when it gets hard. I hope to
take this lesson with me through life as I
embark on a career in public service.
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Indoctrination or insight?
Research shows college broadens students' political
worldviews BY JAN GILLIS (’07)

A

JMU faculty member is
part of a team of researchers who are challenging the
notion that liberal professors on college campuses
frequently indoctrinate students to adopt
their beliefs. Instead, their study results indicate that college serves to broaden students’
views, political and otherwise.
“We say college has these amazing and
wonderful benefits for students and it usually does,” says strategic leadership studies
professor Benjamin Selznick. “We are trying
to find better and quantifiable ways to demonstrate these outcomes.”
Selznick has been participating in research
led by Matthew Mayhew of The Ohio State
University and Alyssa Rockenbach of North
Carolina State University, partnering with
Interfaith Youth Core. The Interfaith Diversity Experiences and Attitudes Longitudinal
Survey being conducted at 122 institutions
nationwide (JMU is not among the survey
sample) seeks to better understand student
encounters with religious, spiritual and
worldview diversity across the spectrum of
American higher education.
The study surveys students at three different points in their academic careers: the
beginning of their first year, the end of their
first year and during their senior year.
“My work focuses on quantitative
approaches to student development,” says
Selznick. “The first year of college represents a time of great development for college
students, not merely in subject matter learning, but also moral reasoning, attitudes and
values development.
“Some students enter college coming from
very diverse environments,” he says. “Others have had limited exposure to alternative
viewpoints. When we survey the same students at the beginning and end of their first
year, we find that by and large the students
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‘The research indicates
that faculty and the college environment are
doing their job. They are
teaching students how to
think, not what to think.’
— BENJAMIN SELZNICK,
professor of strategic
leadership studies

have become more appreciative toward liberals, but they’ve also become more appreciative toward conservatives. In fact, the folks at
both poles move toward a sense of appreciation for the other side.”
Selznick says, “We think this has to do with
interacting with individuals holding diverse
viewpoints; the interaction serves to humanize
differences.” He says when people who have
politically different viewpoints work together
in the community, share meals together and

collaborate on classroom projects, they can
become more accepting of their differences.
“The research indicates that faculty and
the college environment are doing their
job,” says Selznick. “They are teaching students how to think, not what to think.”
“Realizing that people with different
political viewpoints are nonetheless your
friends is what we might consider a moment
of ‘productive discomfort,’” says Selznick.
“You come out on the other side of such experiences having navigated and negotiated this
tension. It’s not about students rethinking
their political opinions, but rather rethinking
any idea that they need to hate people with
different political opinions,” he says.
While it’s easy to assess a student’s progress in math, reading and writing skills, he
says college is also about understanding students’ personal growth, noting that JMU’s
focus on engaged learning, civic engagement and community engagement provides
the structures that promote meaningful
exposure to diverse viewpoints.
“It’s not just what skills you learn, it’s how
you develop. Engaged learning is holisticperson development. I’m happy to be here
because that’s what JMU values.”

Selznick presenting at JMU's 12th annual Diversity Conference, “Voices of Diversity,
Visions of Inclusion,” on March 14.
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Hacking for Diplomacy

Students bring fresh perspective to ‘wicked’ problems
facing government and industry BY KIM FISHER

H

ow can students learn the
skills they need to provide
effective, meaningful solutions to complex problems
in a global arena characterized by disparate needs and opinions?
Enter Hacking for Diplomacy, a course
designed by Stanford University in which
multidisciplinary teams of students work on
real-world, “wicked” problems provided by
sponsor organizations. H4Di uses innovative
research methods to help students unravel
these problems, which defy easy solutions.
In 2017, JMU offered the only H4Di
course in the country at JMU X-Labs and
was the first in the nation to offer it exclusively to undergraduate students.
Students representing nine different majors
at JMU—economics, engineering, English,
intelligence analysis, international affairs,
communication studies, public policy, sociology, and writing, rhetoric and technical
communication—came together in the Fall
2017 semester to work with H4Di clients in
government and industry. That meant being
open to new ideas and unfamiliar strategies.

“It’s easy to work with people in your
major because you all have the same mindset,” said Luke Robb, a junior double
majoring in public policy and administration and communication studies. “In this
class, we had to come together with our different mindsets and different approaches to
find a middle ground and an understanding toward a meaningful solution.”
The unorthodox class also challenged
the professors, who hailed from WRTC,

Class sponsor Kirstin Aubele is a U.S.
Army officer with more than eight years
of military experience.
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political science, Professor Séan
engineering and McCarthy discusses
strategy with H4Di
communication students.
studies. Not only
were the faculty members working across
disciplines themselves, they also had to
relinquish the convention that the instructor should be the expert. Instead, they
took on the role of coach, mentor or guide,
depending on what the students needed as
they researched their problems.
“The students get caught up in the
problem, and they think they’re stuck. But
they’re actually at a tipping point of realizing their full potential,” said Jennifer
PeeksMease, a professor of communication
studies. “Our job is to push them past that
tipping point so they recognize they’re capable of much more than they had imagined.”
Using H4Di’s Lean Startup methodology,
the students were steeped in intensive handson learning. Every week, after exhaustively
interviewing sponsors and other industry,
government and university experts, the
teams presented their findings to the rest
of the class and adapted their approaches as
they deepened their understanding of the
problems and potential solutions.
“They’re talking to all sorts of people in
one area, building a network of professors
and business experts, which opens doors
for them and their clients that they didn’t
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even know existed,” said Seán McCarthy, a
professor of writing, rhetoric and technical
communication. “And by looking at these
virtually unresolvable problems with fresh
eyes, at the very least they’re going to provide a paradigm shift of how these companies are looking at a problem.”
The students were assigned to one of
five teams, each representing a client, and
tasked with coming up with what H4Di
terms a “minimal viable product.”
The Aspen Institute, a nonpartisan thinktank, asked students to come up with solutions to the problem of widespread financial
insecurity. “Our field desperately needs new,
outside-the-box ideas for solving the many
financial problems ailing Americans—like
income volatility, consumer debt and lack
of retirement savings,” said senior program
manager David Mitchell. “The more smart,
young people we have thinking about these
wicked problems, the better.”
Another client, the cybersecurity firm
Endgame, challenged a team of five students with “closing the knowledge gap
between cybersecurity experts and policymakers by focusing on all-source intelligence analysts and their need to understand cyber threats.” Over the course of
the semester, the team developed an opensource, online tool called Cyber Informa-

L E A R N I N G
Professor Jennifer PeeksMease listens
with a student group as an industry participant explains a real-world problem.

‘They’re talking to all
sorts of people in one
area, building a network
of professors and business experts, which opens
doors for them and their
clients that they didn’t
even know existed.’
— SÉAN McCARTHY,
professor of writing, rhetoric
and technical communication

tion Technology Education, which decodes
an existing matrix of information on more
than 200 types of cyber tactics and techniques. By itself, the matrix is intelligible
only to those with training in cybersecurity,
making it inaccessible to many policy and
intelligence professionals. Using clear anal-

ogies and case studies that complement the
matrix, CITE provides a baseline of knowledge for all-source intelligence analysts.
Another project charged six students
with developing a way to monitor information warfare on various social media
platforms in North Africa. The project
entailed an early-warning detection system
that tracks social movements from beginning to end using trigger words and social
media analytics to develop counter-messages. After several major pivots during the
research and interview phases, the students
landed on three deliverables: a partnership
to help track/gather social media data, a
threat escalation model and an explanation
of bots and their capabilities.
Over the course of the semester, the students gained unprecedented knowledge and
experience, and honed their skills in civil
discourse and meaningful problem-solving.
“This class really tests your ability and
helps you learn how to apply your skills,”
said Kirsten San Nicolas, a senior double
majoring in international affairs and economics. “Everyone has brought something
from their major to make this project work.”
The project also had a profound impact
on the clients.
“[I saw them] rapidly becoming professionals,” one sponsor said. “From our first
interview, you could tell they were uncomfortable and struggling a little bit to learn
about the problem. By the end, it was as if
they were junior executives presenting an
actual product that could actually be used
in a real-life application.”
EDITOR’S NOTE: Hacking for Diplomacy is

Kirsten San Nicolas (with marker in hand), Luke Robb (with laptop) and fellow undergraduate students employ meaningful problem-solving skills to outline potential solutions to a complex issue during a Hacking for Diplomacy class meeting.
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part of a suite of Stanford-designed courses that
also includes Hacking for Defense. Among the
challenges H4D students at JMU were tasked with
this spring was improving air travel security for the
Department of Homeland Security. Specifically,
the team looked for innovative approaches that
will enable the Transportation Security Administration to be able to associate passengers with their
personal belongings, helping lines move faster and
reducing theft and lost items at checkpoints.
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Restoring humanity at Montpelier
Descendants of Madison-era slaves contribute to exhibit

C

BY ABBY CHURCH

reaking open the rounded, off-white door to the cellar at Montpelier, guests are met with a cool rush of
air. Inside, past the pamphlets and listening stations,
gray etchings on the walls reveal the names of those
who were once enslaved at James and Dolley Madison’s estate in Orange County, Virginia.
As visitors trace the names and learn their stories, these individuals start to come alive.
From 1723 until Dolley Madison sold the property in 1844, 320
people lived at Montpelier. Of those, 300 were African-American
slaves, encompassing six generations. These were the people who
heard the ideals of freedom exalted within the walls of the mansion, yet didn’t have it themselves; and the people whose owner, a
Founding Father and the nation’s fourth president, crafted the document in which freedom was supposedly defined for all Americans.
Through its new exhibit, “The Mere Distinction of Colour,”
the Montpelier Foundation is restoring the humanity of a for-

gotten community. What makes the project stand out, however,
is that the people who helped with the excavation and creation
are themselves descendants of slaves.
It’s important to understand how Montpelier defines the term
“descendant.” Starting in the early 2000s, the foundation invited
all African-Americans who felt a connection with the history and
story it was telling to be part of the descendant community. More
often than not, slave families weren’t confined to one plantation
because of buying and trading. This left families torn apart and
documentation of slave family records practically nonexistent. In
fact, oral histories from descendants have proven to be more ripe
than official records.
“Because of the boundary consideration and also the fact that
there’s just not that many documentary records, it came upon us
to not be exclusive in that sense and allow folks who are connected
to this history to connect to the story and be involved in what we’re
doing,” says Price Thomas, former director of marketing and com-

What makes the
project stand out
is that the people
who helped with
the excavation and
creation are themselves descendants of slaves.

(Above): Montpelier grounds
with slave quarters in the foreground; (Left): Names of slaves
are etched on gray walls in the
exhibition; (Right): Virginiaborn Laura Price Clay, grandmother of author and teacher
Leontyne Clay Peck.
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(Above and left): Panels from “The Mere Distinction of
Colour” exhibition tell the story of a forgotten community at Montpelier; (Bottom): The interior of slave quarters at the Orange County, Virginia, estate.
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Washington Clay, were freed
munications at Montpelier.
slaves. “Once she gave me that
One of the many descendocument, I found the names
dants who came to help with
of my great-great-grandparthe exhibition was Leontyne
ents—and my great-greatClay Peck, an author and
grandfather’s name was Henry
teacher of African-American
Clay,” Peck says.
history and culture. Having
Peck went on to become
spent most of her adult life in
involved with the University
Washington, D.C., Peck and
and Community Action for
her family relocated to CharRacial Equity at the Univerlottesville, Virginia, 15 years
sity of Virginia, where she met
ago. Not long after she arrived,
Matthew Reeves, director of
her grandmother, Laura Price
Leontyne Clay Peck, who participated in the excavation of the
archaeology and landscape resClay, died and Peck was asked Montpelier slave quarters, examines artifacts found on the site.
toration at Montpelier.
to write her obituary. AssumAfter turning down Reeves’ initial offer
Soon, Peck found herself driving to
ing that her grandmother was born and
raised in West Virginia, Peck asked if that Madison County to uncover more of her to participate in the excavation of the slave
fact was correct. To her surprise, she was family’s history. There, the courthouse quarters, Peck reconsidered. She arrived
told that her grandparents were actually clerk pulled a document revealing that with an open mind and was assigned to a
Peck’s great-grandparents, Amanda and digging team.
born in Madison County, Virginia.

SWEEPING FOR CLUES

Geology professor, student search for evidence of slave
cemeteries at Montpelier BY JIM HEFFERNAN (’96, ‘17M)

W

Michelle Proulx and Shane McGary with
the ground-penetrating radar sweeper
used in the research at Montpelier.

hile collecting oral histories
for a new exhibit honoring the
contributions of African-Americans enslaved at Montpelier, officials heard
stories of human bones and other remains
turning up in a field near a path a few hundred yards from the main house.
Resident archaeologist Matthew Reeves
began to wonder if the site, located across
the road from a wooded area with a few
modest headstones, was in fact a second
slave cemetery on the property. After digging into the matter on his own, he turned
to Shane McGary, a noted geophysicist and
professor of geology and environmental science at JMU.
“Our work is trying to get a sense of
whether there are burials there, where
exactly they might be, and helping [Montpelier] better understand the history of the
place,” McGary says.

For this important undertaking, McGary
enlisted the help of Michelle Proulx, a senior
geology major with whom he had worked at
other area historical sites with oral histories
of slave burial grounds. One of those sites
was Belle Grove Plantation near Middletown, Virginia, the ancestral home of the
Hite family, including Nelly Madison Hite,
sister of James Madison.
“I have always had a great respect for African-American cemeteries,” says Proulx, who
discovered the one at Montpelier during a
tour her freshman year. “Coming back and
figuring out that we could actually do some
really great work there and the work would
go toward a really good cause has been amazing. I jumped on the opportunity right away.”
McGary and Proulx are using groundpenetrating radar technology to sweep for
clues. Their cart has a transmitter that sends
400-megahertz electromagnetic pulses deep
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“We’re still dealing with these issues
Digging at the grounds where her
‘We're still dealing with these
… with people’s humanity,” she says.
ancestors may have lived proved to
issues ... with people's humanity. “What happened in [the past] has a
be a surreal and emotional experiWhat happened in [the past] has direct impact on how we think, how
ence for Peck. “It made it a spiritual
journey. I felt that with every object
a direct impact on how we think, we look at things today.”
In the “Lives of the Enslaved” section
that I found [in the South Yard] … I
how we look at things today.’
of the exhibit, a board sits in the middle
was touching and connecting to that
— LEONTYNE CLAY PECK
of one of the rooms with “Leave Your
last person who was there. It didn’t
Voice” written across the top and penhave to be my relative—it probably
wasn’t my relative, we don’t know—but with a mule,” Cotz says. “But you can cils and note cards arranged at the bottom.
what I do know is that I felt like they were imagine what it might feel like to have Among the many submissions from visitors is
saying, ‘Thank you for coming and shar- your mother taken away from you. You can a card from an 11-year-old named Ava.
“We should always remember that not
imagine what that feeling of loss and the
ing our story.’”
Christian Cotz (’97), director of educa- inability to do anything about it, the futil- everything about us is different,” Ava
wrote. “There is one thing about us that is
tion and visitor engagement at Montpelier, ity of trying to do something about it.”
“The Mere Distinction of Colour” is the same. We are all people.”
explains that instead of focusing on stories
of forced labor and poor living conditions, important in addressing the implications of
slavery and encouraging a broader discussion
the exhibit presents the slaves as people.
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is a condensed version of a
“You’re never going to know what it of race in society. Peck says these are discus- feature that originally appeared in The Breeze, JMU’s
would feel like to plow five acres in a day sions that we, as a nation, need to be having. student-produced newspaper, on July 12, 2017.

Proulx examines data collected from the Montpelier site and operates the ground-penetrating radar sweeper on a possible burial site on the mansion grounds.

into the earth. “When it encounters something that has a different set of electrical
properties, some of that energy gets reflected
back up and picked up by the receiver,”
McGary explains. “We’re able to measure
the travel times, which tells us something
about the depth and distance. And we can
also see the intensity, the contrast and electromagnetic properties.”
For different reasons, McGary says, bodies during that time were often buried east to
west—one of the stories that has been told is
that slaves were buried with their feet facing

east so that they could rise up and walk back
to Africa—so he and Proulx look for three
consecutive lines running in that direction
as evidence of a possible burial plot.
If they were fortunate, slaves families at
Montpelier wanting to bury one of their
own may have been given some wood by the
Madison family for a casket, Proulx says. If
not, they would be forced to use whatever
materials were available to them.
The irony of James Madison, Father of the
Constitution and our nation’s fourth president, holed up in his library at Montpelier
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conceiving of a representative democracy
that protects individual freedoms while his
slaves kept the home fires burning is not lost
on the Montpelier Foundation, which in
recent years has begun telling a more complete story of the estate.
“A lot of these historical sites are starting
to realize that they haven’t handled the slave
narrative very well,” McGary says. “Montpelier has been one of the places at the forefront of changing that.”
In the fall, while working on site,
McGary and Proulx met some of the slave
descendants whom Montpelier had invited
to help with its new “The Mere Distinction
of Colour” exhibit.
“We got to show them what we’re doing
and how we’re doing it,” Proulx says. “I
think they genuinely appreciated our work
and really took it to heart.”
For McGary, the project offers a rare
opportunity for a geophysicist to be involved
in restoring the humanity of a forgotten community. “It’s been really gratifying to realize
that something I felt was important is important to a lot of other people too.”
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'Opening my mind to the endless possibilities that exist for social
work and music and all of the lives that I could help through that
knowledge has changed my life.'
— SYDNEY SEED, junior studying music education with a minor in social work
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Putting life’s lessons in song

Students help former inmates open up and share their experiences through music

T

BY ERIC GORTON (’86, ’09M)

he idea of working with former
inmates who are adjusting to life
outside of prison was, at first, a
little intimidating. But Lily Gates,
a sophomore majoring in public
policy, is finding the experience truly rewarding. “I look forward to this every week,” she said
recently after finishing a session helping men put
their life stories to music.
Gates, a classically trained violinist who also
plays a number of other instruments and who
enrolled at JMU as a social work major, is one of
seven students working with the men at Gemeinschaft Home, a residential, transitional facility
in Harrisonburg for individuals who have been
released or diverted from incarceration and who
may have a probation obligation with the Virginia Department of Corrections.
The project, the result of a $20,000 grant from
the National Endowment for the Arts, involves
a series of seven-week classes designed to get the
residents to open up and share their life experiences through music and storytelling. They learn
to write song lyrics, play instruments and sing.
Most of the NEA grant was used to purchase
instruments and recording equipment that will
remain at Gemeinschaft after the program ends.
JMU music professors David Stringham and
Jesse Rathgeber, along with social work professor Cindy Hunter, started the program last fall
to study the impact of an interdisciplinary, artsbased project on formerly incarcerated persons,
pre-service professionals and community mem(Top): Maggie Rabe and professor David Stringham add music to a participant's
bers. The goal is not only to provide therapeunarrative; (Above): Gemeinschaft Home residents and JMU students compose lyrics
tic outlets for these men, but also to challenge
during a session at the residential, transitional facility in Harrisonburg (opposite).
community members’ perceptions about them. A
public concert featuring the men’s original works will be held at the sibilities that exist for social work and music and all of the lives that
I could help through that knowledge has changed my life.”
Forbes Center for the Performing Arts in May.
Hunter said the social work students are building on their classSydney Seed, a junior studying music education with a minor
in social work, said the experience has room education by planning and facilitating groups at Gemeinopened her eyes. “Never had I even schaft. “They have conducted literature reviews to inform their
To view a video
considered that I could use this cur- understanding of the population, the strengths and challenges
about the project at
riculum for something like this. Just these men bring and the potential for the arts to influence successGemeinschaft Home, go to
jmu.edu/madisonmagazine
opening my mind to the endless pos- ful reintegration. It is a perfect example of engaged learning.”
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Who in the world
comes to JMU?

Academic rigor and a friendly campus define the
Madison Experience for international students

M

BY JANET SMITH ('81)

ore than just the appeal of studying abroad in the United States,
it’s JMU’s distinction as a welcoming institution of higher
learning that makes it home to more than 500 international students representing 72 nations.
Senior Arushi Sachan, who was accepted for enrollment by
four U.S. schools, recalls asking her college search adviser as her
decision deadline was looming, “Which is the friendliest school?” The immediate
answer: “James Madison University.”
Sachan, a native of the United Arab Emirates who has also lived in India and traveled to 13 other countries, is glad she asked the question. “I feel so at home here,” she
says. “JMU has opened my personality and given me a place to flourish.” And, she
says, the university’s friendly reputation has been proven true.
One of 531 international students at JMU (396 are undergraduates), Sachan represents an important population with divergent backgrounds and rich cultural contributions to offer all of campus. Most JMU international students come from one of five
countries—China, Vietnam, the Republic of Korea, India or the United Kingdom.
In his role as director of International
Student
Scholar Services in JMU’s Center
‘In the enterprise
for Global Engagement, Jon Kratz interof critical thinking,
acts with students to help them adjust to
I think international
academic and social life at the university.
students help people
“Our office focuses on helping international students plug in with the campus,”
to think beyond what
they know. They bring he says, for the benefit of all students—
international and domestic.
a perspective and a
“In the enterprise of critical thinking, I
different view that
think international students help people to
think beyond what they know,” Kratz says.
helps people stretch
“They bring a perspective and a different
beyond what they
view that helps people stretch beyond what
know and gives them
they know and gives them firsthand expefirsthand experience
rience in doing that.”
Through programs such as CGE’s Interin doing that.’
cultural Dialogues, students share about
— JON KRATZ,
educational and cultural topics in an open
director of International
space. “As you hear new stories, you give
Student Scholar Services
more depth to your own story and more
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‘I feel so at home here.
JMU has opened my
personality and given
me a place to flourish.’
— ARUSHI SACHAN,
senior, native of the
United Arab Emirates
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‘The world is full of
possibilities in my eyes,
and I want to explore
more. JMU has helped
me see there are
no limitations.’
— ZIYU XU,
senior, native of China

appreciation for others’ stories,” Kratz
says. “In a textbook, you can read it, but it
seems distant. But when you hear a student
talk about life in China or Vietnam or our
country’s relationship with Russia from the
perspective of a Russian student, it brings it
to a different level.”
Senior Coralie Norris says much of the
sharing of perspectives and backgrounds
occurs outside the classroom via involvement with student organizations or answering an individual student’s questions about
her native country, Haiti. “JMU is definitely a friendly school, and people here
want to learn more about the world,” says
Norris, an economics major and political
science minor.
JMU’s College of Business has been a
big draw for international students through
the years, but more and more majors in
every college are chosen. Health sciences,
engineering, and media arts and design are
among the more popular majors, Kratz says.
In addition to academic rigor, JMU
offers career flexibility, Kratz says. “Some
of our international students want jobs in
the U.S. and see a U.S. degree as advantageous for that goal,” he says. “Culturally,
they have been in the country for four years
and are better adjusted to what the expectations are in the work world. They have that
U.S. degree that is recognized within the
U.S. market.”
As she prepares for life after JMU,
Sachan plans to use her talents as a communicator and the skills she honed in JMU’s
writing, rhetoric and technical communication major to work as a photojournalist
or journalist. She’s practicing her writing
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‘JMU is definitely
a friendly school, and
people here want
to learn more about
the world.’
— CORALIE NORRIS,
senior, native of Haiti

and photography on her blog, arushisachan.com, which focuses on travel and
fashion. Both interests were deepened at
JMU, where she plunged into academics
and outside-the-classroom activities right
away, becoming a founding member of
both the Indian Student Organization and
the Fashion Club. She continues to serve as
marketing chairperson and public relations
chairperson, respectively.
For senior Ziyu Xu, who came to JMU
from China—her first trip outside her
native country—JMU’s f lexibility in
combining academic disciplines has been
important in preparing for her career.
Drawn to JMU for its strong academic
reputation, the marketing major soon discovered she could also develop her interests
in psychology and the arts. Her program of
study has developed to include a minor in
studio art and a healthy measure of what
she calls “entrepreneurial spirit.”
As graduation approaches, Xu looks forward to working for a company, either in
the U.S. or abroad, to build her skills and
reputation with an eye toward establishing
her own business. “I love adventures,” she
says. “The world is full of possibilities in my
eyes, and I want to explore more. JMU has
helped me see there are no limitations.”
Norris’ post-graduation plans are to do
“significant work” in the economic development realm in Washington, D.C., before
returning to Haiti to apply her economic
development experience to benefit her
country. From there, who knows? “But
there will probably be more travel,” Norris says, “because I want to discover more
about the rest of the world.”
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The language of partnership

Foreign-language faculty and students embrace community engagement

B

BY JAN GILLIS ('07)

ilingual ability yields many benefits. Giuliana
Fazzion, head of JMU’s Department of Foreign Languages, Literatures and Cultures, says, “Bilingual
graduates have a competitive edge in the job market,
higher income potential and greater career opportunities. … Learning a foreign language improves multitasking
and decision-making abilities, increases brain acuity and has been
shown to slow the effects of aging.”
Less recognized, but equally significant to the local Harrisonburg-Rockingham community, are the benefits that accrue
as the department’s faculty and students invest their time and
energies in community engagement efforts. As they work to

enhance language abilities, provide interpretation and translation, and additional community services, they build understanding, increase social and cultural opportunities in local neighborhoods, forge new perspectives on the world we live in and create
a better home for all.
Madison magazine thanks JMU faculty members Diana Galaretta-Aima, Israa Alhassani, Nasser Alsaadun, Elizabeth Castro,
Giuliana Fazzion, Karina Kline-Gabel and Marianne Mason for
contributing information on their individual efforts and the work
of their students for this infographic. You can learn more about
JMU’s Department of Foreign Languages, Literatures and Cultures at j.mu/fl.

〉〉〉〉〉〉〉〉 L O C A T I O N S &

1

Court Square

JMU faculty teach children
Arabic in after-school programs.

5

Interfaith Peace
Camp, Eastern
Mennonite University,
1200 Park Road

The community gains highly
qualified people for jobs,
thanks to a network formed
by JMU faculty to provide
assistance to refugees by
helping professionals find
work in their field.

For almost a decade, JMU
faculty have supported the
annual weeklong Interfaith
Peace Camp, introducing
children ages 8-12 to different faiths. Kids from Jewish,
Muslim and Christian backgrounds share their religions
and heritage and build a sense
of community.

3

Communitywide
locations

6

Islamic Center, 1330
Country Club Road

4

1039 Port Republic
Road

7

Harrisonburg High
School

2

Communitywide
locations

JMU students work as medical
interpreters in the community.

Through JMU’s MEDLIFE
Chapter, students and faculty work to provide quality
medical care to low-income
communities in Latin America.
Their fundraising event at
Jalapeno Southwest Grill provided funds for emergency
relief to communities in Peru
affected by floods.

A faculty mini-grant helped to
build understanding and forge
new relationships as JMU students and the youth group of
the Islamic Association came
together for activities, sports
and fun.

JMU faculty teach high-school
students—non-speakers as
well as heritage students—the
Arabic language and culture.
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Communitywide
locations including
1380 Sorrell Drive and
409 S. Main St.

JMU students trained in
translation interpret at parent-teacher conferences and
regional clinics and assist in
tax preparation at a volunteer
accounting clinic.

9

Gus Bus stops
include numerous
locations in Harrisonburg
and Page County

Volunteering with the Gus
Bus gives JMU students the
chance to help Spanish-speaking children become more proficient in English while encouraging them to stay bilingual,
graduate from high school and
pursue higher education.

10

JMU campus

The Madison Hispanic
Faculty Caucus advocates for
Latino issues in higher education. Faculty members mentor
students from JMU’s Latino Student Alliance and help educate
the campus on issues related to
Latin America and Latinos.

11

JMU campus

Cultura y Communidad,
an annual two-day event
coordinated by a JMU faculty
member, brings the K-12 education community to Madison’s
campus to focus on pertinent
topics.

12

Harrisonburg
schools

Thanks to the collaboration
between JMU and the local
K-12 education community,
Harrisonburg City Public
Schools provide Dual-Language Immersion programs.
Academic subjects are taught
in both English and Spanish
throughout the school day,
allowing students to maintain
their first language while
acquiring a second language.
JMU faculty, alumni and students play a significant role in
the success of these programs.
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A place to call home

H

BY C A R R I E C O M B S (’ 07, ’ 0 9 M), alumni relations director

ow in the world did you end up
at James Madison University in
Harrisonburg, Virginia?
I’ve come to anticipate that
question whenever a fellow
Duke asks where I’m from or
where I grew up. I’ve refined my Madison
Experience story over the years, but I’d like
to share with you why this place holds such a
special place in my heart and why I strongly
believe in the work that we’re doing as a university and as an Alumni Association.
I spent the first 17 years of my life in
Southern California. And for full disclosure,
even the mild Virginia winters can make me
a bit grumpy—come on, spring!
My college search wasn’t much different than anyone else’s. As a 17-year-old,
my independent and stubborn heart was
set on finding myself in college. I applied
to eight schools: four West Coast, four East
Coast. While I didn’t have the vocabulary

to describe it at the time, what I was really
looking for was a mid-size, liberal arts
school with a small-town college community. Sound familiar?
When I sent in my deposit, I still had
yet to set foot on campus. I took a leap of
faith and trusted in the visits my mom and
sister had made on my behalf. Fast forward
to freshman move-in when I stepped onto
campus for the first time. To this day, every
August I find myself calling my mom and
reminiscing about that emotional day for
both of us. And every year we affirm that it’s
the best decision we ever made.
The next four years were spent dabbling
in a variety of student activities and employment experiences on campus. I meandered
my way through five majors before finding
my passion and home in technical and scientific communication (now writing, rhetoric and technical communication). My four
years of undergraduate education shaped
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me—through my course work, faculty interactions and adjustment to the culture of the
Shenandoah Valley. It opened my eyes to
what could be. So, at the end of four years, I
decided I wanted more.
I applied and was accepted to the
technical and scientific communication
master’s program. As with most graduate programs, I had the opportunity to
fund the experience through an assistantship—in my case, with University Rec(Below, L-R): Office of Alumni Relations
staff members Sarah Chase (’17), commu
nications and marketing coordinator;
Alysia Davis, assistant director for chapter programs; Stephanie Whitson (’06),
assistant director for reunion programming; Carrie Combs (’07, ’09M), alumni
relations director; Jessica Savoie (’14),
assistant director for communications
and marketing; Sarah Orem (’05), associate director for student engagement and
philanthropy; and Emma Maynard (’07,
’16M), assistant director for career and
networking programming.
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reation. Between my course
work, research and professional development at UREC,
my Madison Experience grew
exponentially. By the end of
my master’s program, I felt that
JMU had fully equipped me to
take on the professional world.
It provided a n unmatched
undergraduate experience, a
rigorous and dynamic graduate
program and an introduction
to my future husband, Aaron.
Thank you, UREC!
I spent the next two years
gaining invaluable career experience in the private sector before
heading back “home” to start
my professional career at JMU.
I joined the ranks of a full-time
employee in 2011 as the university’s inaugural content strategist. In 2013, I had the opportunity to be the founding director
of advancement relations. I spent
four years building a program
focused on campus relationships, helping support a growing culture of philanthropy and
supporting the work of faculty
and staff through the Madison
Trust, a program focused on
investing in innovation and creativity across campus. Each of
my experiences since I stepped
foot on campus in 2003 led me
to where I am today. Each step,
each interaction with faculty
and staff, each relationship and
conversation with a fellow alum
inspired and led me to where I
am today.
In December 2017, I had the
privilege and honor of becoming the director of alumni relations and executive director of
the JMU Alumni Association.
I cannot contain a smile when
I think and dream about the
opportunities ahead for our
135,000-plus alumni.
We all have our own Madison Experiences, and while

our stories are different, our
home here at JM U i s t he
same. We each have this profound sense of connection
when we see purple and gold.
I found a place to ca ll my
home, and my hope is that
you can do the same, even
after graduation. The Office
of Alumni Relations and the
JMU Alumni Association are
here to extend the invitation.
We have six full-time staff and
20 Alumni Board of Directors
members dedicated to creating
personal connections, growth
oppor t u n it ie s a nd sh a re d
experiences for alumni worldwide. Whether it’s encouraging a current student to engage
w it h t he St udent A lu m n i
A ssociation, plugging into
one of our 36 alumni chapters or maybe activating your
Madison Network through
conversation, connection and
engagement—there is a place
to call home.
No matter where or how you
choose to plug in, we want you
to feel that your Madison Experience extends far beyond the
721 acres of campus and a fouryear experience. I challenge you
in the coming year to attend an
event, engage on social media
or listen to a webinar. Make
an investment in the life of the
university now.
Come visit us on campus or
meet us on the road. We’ll be
traveling to five cities in May,
partnering with the Duke Club
on the 2018 Spring Tour. Check
in with your local chapter for an
array of summer programming
and, most importantly, save the
date for Homecoming 2018:
Oct. 26–28. This year will be
history in the making, and you
won’t want to miss it. We will
welcome you home with open
arms and a warm smile.
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Purple presence

BY H E AT H E R H E D R I C K (’0 0), Alumni Association president

J

MU wouldn’t be the community that we all know and
love without the unending support of our alumni chapters and executive board volunteers. Over the years, our
purple presence has grown to over 36 chapters and 17 regional
ambassadors across the U.S.—and even one in London!
Our alumni chapters are groups of JMU alumni who live
within the same geographic region and stay connected to the
university by enjoying social, educational and service events
together. In 2017 alone, our chapters held more than 150
events. These volunteers give their time, energy and passion
to ensure that the JMU community, post-graduation, is still
as vibrant, intentional and welcoming as it was freshman year.
One way of thanking our alumni for all the work they do is
through our annual Madison Alumni Conference, where chapter volunteers and regional ambassadors come back to campus
to network, learn new tools for their chapters and celebrate
their accomplishments. This year, for the first time ever, MAC
will be presented in conjunction with the Executive Volunteer Summit! We’re planning a whole weekend (June 1–3) for
our chapter, regional and executive board volunteers to come
together, network, collaborate and create meaningful relationships with Dukes from all over the country.
A great institution like JMU requires a strong network of volunteers. So whether you serve as a corporate champion in your
workplace, help with recruiting in your area or volunteer with a
board or chapter, let me say, “Thank you for all you do!”

(Above): Hedrick attended the Madison Alumni Conference
in the Student Success Center with dozens of volunteers
from the JMU Alumni Association and its chapters.
S P R I N G / S U M M E R
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Leading a purposeful life

t JMU, students learn by doing
in every discipline. The result
is transformative and lasting.
Madison magazine regularly
receives word from our alumni
who tell us of the ways they are pursuing an engaged life, a life that brings
meaning to themselves and others.
After graduation, Nick Pence (’10), a JMU
geology major, served in AmeriCorps in
Arcata, California, for a program focused
on water quality and the salmon populations
of Northern California. In 2011, he and his
roommate, Dan Opalacz, launched their idea
of minimalist adventure sandals through a
Kickstarter project called Bedrock Sandals.
The response was overwhelmingly positive,
and over the years Bedrock has continued
to grow, change and improve the product.
The company is a member of the global
movement One Percent for the Planet.
bedrocksandals.com
(Below): Nick Pence (’10) on an overnight
mountain bike trip. (Inset): Co-founder of
Bedrock Sandals, Pence currently runs
operations at the company’s headquarters
in Richmond, California.

After serving in the Peace
(Above): Ashley Wolter (’04) and
the staff of All Creatures Animal
Corps as a teacher trainer in
Welfare Trust at their new office
Malawi, Ashley Wolter (’04)
in Mzuzu, Malawi. (Right): Wolter
decided to stay in the country
with her two Peace Corps dogs,
and follow her passion of animal
Chili and Cash.
welfare, which became even
stronger after witnessing the atrocities of
health and a concern for all animals, includ
animal abuse in a developing country. Today,
ing wildlife. She invites students and alumni
Wolter is director of All Creatures Animal
who are interested in animal or veterinary
Welfare Trust, one of only two animal welfare
science, education (especially elementary),
organizations in Malawi, and the only one
communications or fundraising to share their
with comprehensive programs such as edu
skills and ideas with the organization.
cation outreach, animal shelters, livestock
allcreaturestrust.org

What happens (L-R): Fighting
More Than Fire
to a family
volunteers Shaun
when their
Whiteley, Jesse
home goes
Baust (’08) and
up in smoke
Chris Mack.
and they don’t
have insurance to cover the repairs?
What if they have no place to live?
Seeing the destruction caused by
fires and the devastation of families
left homeless, firefighter Jesse
Baust (’08) was inspired to create
a nonprofit called Fighting More
Than Fire. This organization rallies
firefighters to repair the fire dam
age to homes of families in need
in the Richmond, Virginia, area.
fightingmorethanfire.org
50
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Chris Campbell (’96) has been a CPA in
the Richmond, Virginia, area since gradua
tion. When he steps outside of the corporate
world, this father of two
is a busy children’s enter
tainer. Campbell aims to
promote family values
through music, and his
ventriloquism talents add
to the fun. You can find
him working with children
in hospitals and entertain
ing in underserved com
munities. “Music brings
peace, hope and under
standing,” says Campbell.
chriscampbellmusic.org
(Right): Chris Campbell (’96) sings and
entertains a group of grade-school children. (Inset): Campbell performs his fun
brand of ventriloquism.

Adam Armiger (’07), Laura Carpenter
(’00), Megan Setzer (’99) and SheRae
Hunter (’08) would never have met had con
genital heart defects/disease not entered
their lives. Armiger’s newborn sister died
(Left, L-R): Sean Wainwright (‘06), vice
president and co-founder of Hope Marietta Foundation; Laura Carpenter (‘00),
president and founder of the Pediatric
Congenital Heart Association, Virginia
chapter; and Adam Armiger (‘07) president and founder of Hope Marietta Foundation at the 8th Annual Hope for Hearts
Casino Night in Washington, D.C.

from a complex heart defect. Carpenter’s
daughter, born with the heart defect Truncus
Arterious, died when she was 2 months old.
Setzer has a child with Hypoplastic Left
Heart Syndrome. Hunter, after meeting
several families with children with congenital
heart defects, decided to use her photogra
phy talents to promote CHD awareness and
launched the Zipper Strong Project. Through
a bit of serendipity, these alumni are now
working together to raise awareness, support
families and advocate for research for CHD.
conqueringchd.org/Virginia and
zipperstrong.org

Three JMU alumni work for The Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society on the Team In Training cam
paign. While at JMU, Katie Freind McByrne
(’05), Ryan Hatcher (’07) and Natalie Beiro
(’12) learned the importance of giving back,
having a sense of purpose in one’s work and
fellowship. Today, they work to raise funds and
awareness for those battling blood cancers.
Team In Training is the top fundraising program
for The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. They all
remain active in the JMU
community. McByrne
(Right): Katie Frecurrently serves as the
ind McByrne (’05).
president of the Philly
(Insets, L-R): Natalie
Dukes chapter.
Beiro (’12) and Ryan
Hatcher (’07).
teamintraining.org
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People of purpose

O

BY J E S S I C A S AVO I E (’ 14), alumni relations assistant director

n March 16, Madison Week culminated with the third annual
Alumni Awards Banquet. Presented
by the JMU Alumni Association,
the banquet recognizes some of the
brightest and most extraordinary
graduates of James Madison University.
The event kicked off with the presentation
of the Graduates of the Last Decade Network
Young Alumni Award to Pratt Templeton
(’14). As a young alumnus, Templeton has
served the university as the inaugural president of the Student Alumni Association and
again as the first-ever president of the GOLD
Network. His loyalty to JMU and willingness to serve when called makes Templeton
the perfect embodiment of what it means to
be a GOLD Network Award recipient.
Charles May Jr. (’83) received the Inez
Graybeal Roop (’35) Alumni Service Award.
When it comes to service to teammates, university and country, Special Agent May, a former JMU football player, sets the standard.
He is executive assistant director for Atlantic
Operations for the Naval Criminal Investigative Service. May recently retired from active
duty in the U.S. Army, where he rose to the
rank of colonel, fought in three wars and
never lost a soldier. To increase the number
of African-American students at JMU, May
founded the Ole School Alumni Group in
2004. The group annually awards two scholarships to deserving students.

‘JMU alumni are people
of purpose …people who
take risks, who adapt to
change, and who use
their equal parts intellect
and action to produce
opportunities for themselves and for others.’
— C A R R I E C O M B S (’ 07, ’ 0 9 M),
alumni relations director

Next, seven alumni, one from each
college at JMU, received Distinguished
Alumni Awards. From business people
and scientists, to educators and diversity
advocates, to an actress on USA Network’s television series Royal Pains, the
recipients represented a broad range of
talents and professional achievements,
all stemming to their time and studies
at JMU.
The night culminated with the presentation of the Ronald E. Carrier Alumni
Achievement Award to Mark Rendell
(’88). Named after the late JMU President
Emeritus Ronald E. Carrier, this award is
the highest recognition bestowed by the
JMU Alumni Association and is given to
an alumnus/a who has demonstrated significant achievements of enduring value to
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(L-R): Mark Rendell (’88), Ronald E. Carrier
Alumni Achievement Award; Ashley Head
(’05), College of Science and Mathematics;
Charles May Jr. (’83), Inez Graybeal Roop
(’35) Alumni Service Award; Peter Denbigh
(’02, ’11M), College of Integrated Science
and Engineering; Maribeth Herod (’82),
College of Business; President Jonathan
Alger; Margaret Kyger (’80M), College of
Education; Walter Shaub Jr. (’93), College
of Arts and Letters; Lynette ChappellWilliams (’79), College of Health and
Behavioral Studies; and Reshma Shetty
(’99), College of Visual and Performing
Arts. Not pictured, Pratt Templeton (’14),
GOLD Network Young Alumni Award.

society. As the current superintendent of
the Indian River County School District
in Florida, Rendell has touched the lives of
thousands of youth. He devoted his entire
professional career to enhancing educational opportunities and providing access
and inclusion to excellence in education
for all children.
During the evening, Carrie Combs
(’07, ’09M), director of alumni relations,
said, “JMU alumni are people of purpose
… people who take risks, who adapt to
change, and who use their equal parts intellect and action to produce opportunities for
themselves and for others.” Her description
is especially true for the 10 alumni who
were honored during the banquet.
For more information on all of the winners
from the 2018 Alumni Awards Banquet, visit
alumni.jmu.edu/alumniawardsbanquet.
P H OTOGR A P H BY EL IS E T R ISS EL
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JMU WORKS
JMU alumnae and employees at ExxonMobil’s campus
in Spring, Texas, welcomed
President Jonathan Alger
and former development
director David Grimm. More
than 20 JMU alumni work at
this location. Many worked
at the company’s Northern
Virginia location before
relocating to Spring with the
opening of the new facility.
(L-R): Jenny Oran Osment
(’02), Audrey Loth Parnell
(’05), President Alger, David
Grimm (’74) and Abigail
Thurston (’99).

Madison
EVENTS
APRIL 26–28
Bluestone Reunion
Weekend
This special weekend of class
reunions culminates with the
Bluestone Society Induction for alumni
celebrating their 50th reunion.

APRIL 27
Senior Candlelighting

Nominations are open for
the 2019 Alumni Awards
Distinguished Alumni Awards (by college) honor JMU alumni
who have made exemplary contributions in their
chosen profession or fields of endeavor.
The Roop Alumni Service Award recognizes
an alumnus/a for rendering outstanding
voluntary service to James Madison University
and/or the JMU Alumni Association.
The Ronald E. Carrier Alumni Achievement Award
recognizes an alumnus/a who has demonstrated
significant achievements of enduring value to society
and is the highest recognition bestowed
by the JMU Alumni Association.

Please visit alumni.jmu.edu/awards to nominate
a fellow alumnus/a.

Celebrate the graduating Class of 2018
as they are formally inducted into the
JMU Alumni Association.

MAY 4–6
Commencement
The JMU community is looking forward
to the excitement of this special event
and celebrating with many new gradu
ates, families and friends.

JUNE 16
Richmond Crabfest
Join fellow Dukes for a day of food and
fun at Crabfest, the RVA Alumni Chap
ter’s largest scholarship fundraiser.

OCT. 26–28
Homecoming 2018
Come home to JMU for a weekend
of football, friends and plenty of
purple-and-gold spirit.

For more information
and to register for all
Alumni events, please visit

alumni.jmu.edu/events
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Paper Pride

E

BY J A M I E S I M P K I N S

very game day, Bridgeforth Stadium is a hub of excite- to attendees. The streamers were a hit, not only with students,
ment as students, alumni and community members but with fans of all ages.
flock to the stands to support our team. The atmosphere
“The cool thing was, it didn’t matter if it was a 5-year-old
becomes even more electric when the Dukes score a kid or a 70-year-old fan, everybody loved getting those streamtouchdown, prompting fans to release thousands of pur- ers,” Cockrell says.
ple and gold streamers in the air.
Fourteen years later, many students name
The streamers have become a trademark of
the streamers as one of their favorite things
JMU football games, but what most fans don’t
about JMU. Thousands of streamers continue
know is that the beloved tradition is actually
to be thrown at football games and commencerooted in basketball.
ment, as well as in university promotions.
During the 1980s, students would blanket
“It’s just all about the spectacular purple and
— P H I L C O C K R E L L (’8 5)
the basketball court in a sea of toilet paper
gold,” Cockrell said. “People at JMU really
upon the JMU team scoring its first points.
embrace JMU more than a lot of other colHowever, due to concern for the safety of the
leges. It’s something special.”
players and the disruption of play, the NCAA
To Cockrell, the streamers are more than
began calling technical fouls on the team, and
just crepe ribbons—they are a tangible symbol
the custom came to an abrupt end.
of his love for JMU Athletics.
In 2004, JMU alumnus Phil Cockrell (’85)
“It’s a special thing. I’m kind of a sentirevived the tradition—this time with streammental person in that I will tell you at the
ers—to bring more excitement to football
start of each season, when the team runs on
games. Although safety was an initial concern,
the field for the first time, my eyes water a
the university agreed to allow the streamers,
little bit. I just love seeing the team and what
with some stipulations. Prior to the game, the
it’s grown to at JMU.”
cellophane wrappers needed to be removed
(Above): Dukes fans throw purple and gold
to reduce litter and the streamers had to be
streamers after a touchdown at the 2017
picked up to prevent people from tripping.
Family Weekend football game in Bridgeforth Stadium. (Left): A sea of toilet paper
At the first game of the season, Cockrell
covering the court reveals the excitement
enlisted the help of students and alumni to
of the Electric Zoo during a 1983 men’s
unwrap 1,000 streamers and hand them out
basketball game in the Convocation Center.

‘It’s just all about
the spectacular
purple and gold.’
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MixedMedia
BOOKS, MUSIC

& FILM

A Beautifully
Broken Virginia
BY JOHN PLASHAL (’91)
Brandylane Publishers
ISBN: 9780692774700

Plashal’s 120-page photographic
book is full of visually captivating imagery—with light accompanying text— of old houses,
churches, schools, asylums,
diners and other places that are
beautifully decaying.

The National Association
of Kindred Elderly Dames:
NAKED at Last
BY DAGNY JACKSON (’93)
Independently Published
ISBN: 1549655183
In her fictional novel, Jackson weaves a comedic
small-town mystery about 60-something CarolBarbara Hoofnagle, who decides to organize a
support group and ends up getting tangled up
with local politics and attempted murder.

Day of All Saints
BY PATRICIA GRACE KING (’92M)
Miami University Press
ISBN: 978-1-881163-62-6
King’s story about repressed secrets and the
limits of love traces the effects of historical
trauma on individual lives. The work is the
winner of the 2017 Miami University Press
Novella Prize.

The Roommates Chronicles:
Anatomy of a College Newspaper Cartoon Strip
BY TOM ARVIS (’80)
CreateSpace.com ISBN: 978-1548505868

(Madison regrets the omission of the ISBN in the Winter 2018 issue.)

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2018

This Grand Experiment:
When Women Entered the
Federal Workforce in Civil
War-Era Washington, D.C.
BY JESSICA ZIPARO (’01)
The University of North Carolina Press
ISBN: 978-1-4696-3597-2
Ziparo traces the struggles and triumphs of
early female federal employees, who were
caught between traditional, cultural notions of
female dependence and an evolving movement
of female autonomy in a new economic reality. In doing so, Ziparo demonstrates how these women challenged societal gender norms, carved out a
place for independent women in the streets of Washington and sometimes
clashed with the women’s suffrage movement.

The Invisible Leader:
Transform Your Life, Work
and Organization with the
Power of Authentic Purpose
BY ZACH MERCURIO (’06)
Advantage Media Group
ISBN: 1599328518
Mercurio is an international speaker, trainer and
organizational performance scholar. In his book,
he shows others how to discover, clarify and
deliver their authentic purpose.
S P R I N G / S U M M E R
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#JMUHOMECOMING
alumni.jmu.edu/homecoming

Oct. 26–28

alumni.jmu.edu/homecoming

CRABFEST 2018
Join fellow Dukes on June 16 for a day of food and fun at Crabfest,
the RVA Alumni Chapter’s largest scholarship fundraiser.

Go to alumni.jmu.edu/rvacrabfest for tickets
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JMU students learn Kukuwa
dance moves during a UREC
class in 2009. This increasingly
popular African dance provides
a full-body workout.
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Virginia Gouldin
Roseberry lives at
Westminster Canterbury in
Winchester, Virginia, where
she enjoys playing bridge
and taking art classes. Rose
berry was a physical education
teacher in Manassas, Virginia,
before raising a family and
says, “I’d love to hear from
other Madison physical edu
cation majors!”

71

State Sen. Emmett
Hanger Jr. (’79M)
received a Distinguished Service
to Agriculture Award for his
role in representing Shenandoah
Valley agriculture producers in
the Virginia legislature.

73

Dennis Hupp retired
after 26 years on the
bench in Virginia’s 26th Judi
cial Circuit.

Lee Early has been
hired as town treasurer
of Dayton, Virginia.

78

(L-R): Forty years after meeting as freshmen in Eagle Hall, Hope
Fanning Ingram (’80), Cindy Baughman DeYoe (’81), Karen Dickie,
Pam Kuhn Eklund (’81), Sharon Barr Spalding (’81) and Joanne
Steves Sims (’81) met in Austin, Texas, for an outdoor adventure.

80

the Virginia Society for Tech
nology in Education’s annual
conference in Roanoke.

Timothy Taylor was
named 2017 Outstand
ing Leader of the Year during

91

Andi Arndt, a narra
tor of romance, psycho
logical thrillers, young adult,

Alumni represent JMU at inaugurations of university presidents in 2017

(Left): Eric Obaugh (’94) at Washington
and Lee University for William C. Dudley’s inauguration. (Above): Robert Porter (’78) and Diana Creger Porter (’78).

Eric Obaugh (’94) represented JMU and President Jonathan Alger
at the Sept. 16 inauguration of William C. Dudley as president of
Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Virginia.
Michael Syrek (’94) was JMU’s delegate for Sweet Briar College’s
13th Presidential Inauguration Ceremony of Meredith Jung-En Woo
on Sept. 22.
Robert Porter (’78) and Diana Creger Porter (’78) represented
JMU when Daniel Lufkin was inaugurated as president of Paul D.
Camp Community College in Franklin, Virginia, on Oct. 6.
Donnie Hill (’81) represented JMU at Kentucky State University’s 18th Presidential Inauguration of M. Christopher Brown II. Hill,
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president of Precision Manufacturing Co. in Dayton, Ohio, and his
wife, Marcy, participated in the festivities in Frankfort, Kentucky, on
Oct. 20. “It was great,” Hill says of the experience. “Everyone at KSU
was welcoming and gracious. … It was a lifetime memory for Marcy
and me.”
Loretta Ramirez D’Ermes (’85) was
JMU’s delegate at the 17th Presidential
Investiture at The George Washington University on Nov. 13 when Thomas LeBlanc
was formally installed. D’Ermes earned a
Master of Business Administration degree
at GW. “I was honored to represent President Alger and JMU,” D’Ermes says. “JMU
has been a consistently
student-centric institution for as long as I’ve
been affiliated, and it
makes me proud.”
(Top): Donnie Hill (’81)
with his wife, Marcy.
(Right): Loretta Ram
irez D’Ermes (’85) at
The George Washington University Presi
dential Investiture of
Thomas LeBlanc.
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nonfiction and memoirs, was
inducted into Audible’s Nar
rator Hall of Fame. Audible is
a seller and producer of spo
ken audio entertainment, infor
mation and educational pro
gramming on the internet. The
honor recognizes Arndt’s reputa
tion as one of the most popular
and beloved narrators working
today. She has narrated more
than 230 books since 2010. She
has also taught acting and voice
for the stage at JMU.

00

Seth Dymond was
awarded the Gold Medal
at the 2017 International Book
Awards in the Children-Social
Issues category after publishing
his first children’s book, Can We
Watch?, written with his daughter.

01

Bettina Ring was
appointed secretary of

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

agriculture and forestry by Vir
ginia Gov. Ralph Northam.

03

Carrie Caumont has
been appointed director
of scheduling for Virginia Gov.
Ralph Northam. ✦ Laura Wolfe
and her husband, Bobby, are
the new owners of Keezletown’s
Evergreen Christmas Tree Farm,
renamed Every Soul Acres.

04

Lauren Arbogast joined
Farm Credit of the Vir
ginia’s Knowledge Center as a rela
tions specialist. ✦ Amy Kubler
joined the team at Sentara RMH
Medical Center. ✦ Sergey Primbetov is the new director of mem
ber relations for Park View Federal
Credit Union’s four branches.

05

Jessica Killeen has
joined Virginia Gov.
Ralph Northam’s administra

In September 2017, 11 women from Northern Virginia, including
five JMU alumnae, biked about 200 miles through the Bordeaux
region of France. (L-R): Brenda Young (’82), Lisa Paine Whetzel
(’88), Deb Tonkin Werrlein (’89), Laura Tonkin Vaughn (’86) and
Katie Baxter Gagen (’95) took a break for a photo at the Abbey
of La Sauve-Majeure.

Visit alumni.jmu.edu to sign up
and start sharing your news.
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2018

Former JMU Dukes football player Anderson Braswell (’06)
draws from his college experience in his current role as a U.S.
Coast Guard commander.

Lessons learned from JMU
BY R E N É E R O C C O

A

nderson Braswell (’06) is commander of Flotilla 59 of
Smithfield, Virginia, which was selected as national
flotilla of the year for 2017 from among the 1,500 U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary flotillas.
A double major in accounting and computer information systems at JMU, Braswell was a member of the 2004
championship-winning Dukes football team, as well as the 2003
team, which had a disappointing season. He believes lessons
learned as a student-athlete — overcoming differences, hard
work, preparation and time management — prepared him well for
his Coast Guard responsibilities. “Taking lessons from my time
at JMU, the first thing my leadership team had to do was change
the attitude,” Braswell says. “The unit didn’t believe that a small
unit in a town of only 8,000 could ever compete with units from
Tampa Bay, Miami or Los Angeles.”
Changes on the Dukes football team between 2003 and 2004
helped him realize that “everyone is good at something, so you have
to identify your players and put them in positions that play to their
strengths,” he says. “Just like in 2004, we changed up the way we
did things in the unit and, over time, we changed the attitude from
‘hoping’ for success to expecting success.”
Braswell credits accounting professor Alexander Gabbin for helping him face challenges head on. “He showed me that I was capable of much more than I gave myself credit for if I worked (very) hard
and remained disciplined,” Braswell says. “That single lesson has
paid off in my career multiple times, as my teams have regularly
accomplished things people said were ‘unrealistic.’”
For Braswell, that discipline has meant that he and his unit have
been well prepared as they conducted rescues during and after
Superstorm Sandy and Hurricanes Irene, Harvey and Irma, as well as
search-and-rescue missions in Virginia’s Hampton Roads region. He
believes his story has applications for today’s students.
“Live for a higher purpose,” he says. “Life is about more than just
yourself, and the sooner you realize this, the more fulfilling your life
will be. JMU is unique in that it provides the balance to get a top-rate
education, have a social life and get involved in your community at
the same time. Take advantage of that and put yourself out there. …
Be the change.”
To read the full interview with Braswell, visit j.mu/braswell.
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rant, in downtown Harrison
burg. ✦ Andrew K. Sledd was
promoted to partner of Keiter,
a certified public account
ing firm, Oct. 1, 2017. He is
a member of the Glen Allen,
Virginia-based firm’s finan
cial services industry team and
specializes in auditing broker
dealers in securities, registered
investment advisers, and invest
ment companies and funds.
He serves on the JMU School
of Accounting Executive Advi
sory Board.

07

(L-R): Nils Buhl (’96), Chad Dunham (’96) and Scott Neighbors
(’92) were part of a group of eight individuals who climbed
Mount Kilimanjaro in October 2017.

tion as deputy counsel. Killeen
previously served as voter pro
tection deputy director for the
Virginia Democratic Coor
dinated Campaign. Prior to
that, she worked as a litigator
in private practice in Alexan
dria, Virginia. A double major
in political science and Span
ish at JMU, Killeen is a grad
uate of the Sorensen Institute

for Political Leadership and
recently was named a “40 under
40” honoree by the Alexandria
Chamber of Commerce.

06

Evan Garrison joined
the comprehensive
dental team at Mac Garri
son DDS in Harrisonburg.
✦ Kelly Hijjeh opened Lafah
Café, a Middle Eastern restau

Kyle Coleman (’10M),
owner of Bluestone Bike
and Run, has set up a second
shop in the Agora Downtown
Market in Harrisonburg.

09

Justin Broughman
(’10M), a teacher at
Central High School in Wood
stock, Virginia, appeared in an
episode of Jeopardy! after being
chosen for a live audition in
Washington, D.C. ✦ Abram
Shearer was named the Com
munity Champion of the Year by
the Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Chamber of Commerce.

Kevin (’06), Christina and
3-month-old Charlotte Wince
donned their favorite JMU
garb to help cheer on the
Dukes in their win over South
Dakota State on Dec. 16, 2017.

10

Spencer Brookman is
director of golf at Jekyll
Island Golf Course in Georgia.
Prior to his promotion, he com
pleted a sport and recreation
management internship and has
worked for the past six years at
the course.

11

Matt Dixon is the inside
sales manager for the New
Orleans Saints and New Orle
ans Pelicans, responsible for
recruiting, hiring and manag
ing a staff of 12 recent gradu
ates to sell group tickets, suites
and season-ticket packages for
both teams. Prior to moving to

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FutureDukes
2000s Kathryn (’09) and
Nick (’08) Belcher, a daughter,
Nora Elizabeth, 4/4/17 ✦ Erin
Ovitt (’09) and Matthew Richard (’10), a son, Riley Matthew,
11/13/17 ✦ Christina and
Kevin (’06) Wince, a daughter,
Charlotte Elizabeth, 9/8/17

(Left): Melissa Walsh (’10) and
her father, Mark Walsh (’75),
show their Madison colors at
Machu Picchu in Peru. Melissa
is living in Cusco, Peru, where
she teaches English.
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those who might oth
New Orleans, Louisi
erwise fall through
ana, he was a sales rep
the cracks, with his
resentative for the New
teaching strategies
York Yankees. ✦ The
Milken Family Foun
for whole-group and
dation presented Ryan
small-group or oneJames with Virginia’s
on-one sessions. At
2017-18 Milken Educa
his school, where he is
Spencer
tor Award and $25,000 Brookman (’10)
known for his humor
on Nov. 15, 2017. James
and use of music,
is a social studies teacher at
James teaches the Standards of
Lucille M. Brown Middle School Learning civics class, leads the
in Richmond, Virginia. The
International Baccalaureate pro
awards target early- to mid-career gram and coaches basketball
and football. ✦ Morgan Paixao
educators for their achievements
and for the promise of what they
and her husband, Vince, opened
will accomplish. James excels in
Meridian Books and Games
building relationships with and
inside of Larkin Arts on Court
motivating students, especially
Square in Harrisonburg.

14

Kyle Fletcher is a pro
gram director for Youth
Villages AmeriCorps, and has
dedicated a lot of time serving
foster youth in this program.

15

Nicole “Nikki” Ferraro was honored at the
Leadership Center for Excel
lence’s 40 Under 40 event Nov.
30, 2017, in Arlington, Virginia.
After being diagnosed with
thyroid cancer at age 17, Fer
raro founded Bite Me Cancer,
a national nonprofit that raises
money for research and provides
support for teenagers battling
cancer. For more information,
visit www.bitemecancer.org.

Kyle Fletcher (’14)

SEA joins FEA for celebration and learning
The JMU Faculty Emeriti Association invited
members of the Staff Emeriti Association to
celebrate the holidays in style at the Annual
Holiday Gala on Dec. 13, 2017, at the Festival
Conference and Student Center. A reception, followed by dinner and dancing, gave
guests the opportunity to mingle and reconnect. The Marlon Foster Jazz Band provided
the night’s musical entertainment.
Early January saw both associations come
together again to learn about the new DUO
two-factor authentication. On Jan. 4, members of both associations met with representatives from JMU Information Technology
to ask questions and enroll in the security
system. Enrollment in DUO is a critical step
for all emeriti faculty and staff members to
maintain connection to email and other JMU
online services.

syn (1918-2008) and his writings. Cong
don focuses on Solzhenitsyn’s reflections
on the religiopolitical trajectories of Russia and the West, understood as distinct
civilizations. The publisher, Northern Illinois
University Press, describes the book as
appealing to “scholars and educated general readers with an interest in Solzhenitsyn, Russia, Christianity and the fate of
Western civilization.”

For more information about the faculty emeriti organization, contact Faculty Emeriti
President Violet Allain at allainvl@jmu.edu
or Sherry King, director of parent and faculty emeriti relations, at kingsf@jmu.edu or
by phone at 540–568–8064.

Professor Emeritus John Klippert died
Jan. 25, 2018, in Seattle, Washington. He
taught in the mathematics department for
33 years.
For more information about SEA and upcoming events, visit jmu.edu/staffemeriti or email
staffemeriti@jmu.edu.

Lee Congdon’s book
Solzhenitsyn is available in hardcover
and Kindle formats.

Professor Emeritus Lee
Congdon has written
Solzhenitsyn: The HistoricalSpiritual Destinies of Russia and the West, a study
of Aleksandr Solzhenit(L-R): SEA members
Connie Mason, Phillip
Mason, Kenneth Dean,
Norma Burkholder and
Olen Burkholder enjoy
the festivities at the
Annual Holiday Gala.
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Celebrations & weddings
(Counterclockwise from top): Jason Moore
(’05) and Sarah Wagoner (’08) were married
July 29, 2017, on campus in front of Cleveland Hall. “It was our dream JMU wedding
full of alumni from all across the country,”
says Sarah. Andrew McMillan (’14) and Dani
ella Baird (’15) were married Oct. 8, 2017, in
Richmond, Virginia, with many JMU alumni in
attendance. “Danni was a varsity cheerleader,
and many of her former teammates were
there to cheer us on,” Andrew says. “Needless to say, it was a very spirited bunch.” The
Fight Song, some JMU chants and a streamer
exit also made the wedding special. College
sweethearts Kait Solomon (’11) and Justin
Broughman (’09, ’10M), who met through
the Student Government Association, were
married in June 2017. Alumni wedding guests
represented the classes of 1985 through
2015. After meeting during JMU Orientation
and getting engaged at the Kissing Rock, Alli
DiMartino (’11) and Chris Freeman (’12) tied
the knot on Oct. 21, 2017, in Newtown Square,
Pennsylvania, surrounded by family.
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(Clockwise from top): Nora Tetlow (’12) and Ryan Schoepke (’12) were married Aug. 12,
2017, in Richmond, Virginia, with the Road Dawg and 25 fellow Dukes there to celebrate
with purple-and-gold pom-poms. JMU alumni from 2008 to the present helped the couple
celebrate. Anna Korman (’08, ’09M) and Chris Edmunds (’06, ’08M) were married July 15,
2017, in Richmond, Virginia. Andrew Dean (’10, ’11M) and Annie Brophy (’12) were married
Oct. 27, 2017, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, with many Dukes attending. “It was great to
celebrate with over 30 fellow Dukes, and our purple-and-gold-streamer exit was epic,”
Anna says. Kyle Miner (’11, ’12M) and Nicole Miller Miner (’13) were married in July 2017.
They met in Denver, Colorado, after graduating from JMU. Tom Schrack (’09, ’10M) and
Julianne Miata were married Oct. 28, 2017, in Valhalla, New York.
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PICTURE THIS

Bridging
the divide
Kirk Cox (‘79), the new
speaker of the Virginia
House of Delegates, urges
his colleagues to practice
‘integrity, civility and grace’

I

n his remarks to the House delivered immediately following his election as speaker, Cox, a Republican, urged his fellow
legislators to practice “integrity, civility and grace” in their service to the people of the commonwealth. “For the past several weeks, the 5-feet wide center aisle that symbolically separates the two parties of this chamber has sometimes felt 5
miles wide,” he said. “The first and foremost task of this body is to bridge that divide. We are not two parties, we are one
House tasked with the responsibility of governing one Commonwealth, improving the lives of one group — the citizens we
serve.” Look for more on Cox in upcoming issues of Madison.
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JM_ Al _mni

All that’s
missing is

You’re invited to the Alumni Online Community.

u!

Join the Alumni Online Community, an exclusive benefit for JMU alumni. Sign up to gain
access to the alumni directory, make registering for events even easier, keep your
contact information current and share your news and accomplishments with Class Notes.

It’s easy to sign up. Go to alumni.jmu.edu/howtosignup to learn more.
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

0 0 019 0 8 0 8 0
M R . DU K E D O G
800 S. M A I N ST R EET
H A R R I S ON B U R G VA 2 2 8 0 7– 0 0 0 0

You’ll need your alumni identification code to register. The code is the 10-digit number
located above your name on the mailing label. Or, check your email inbox for an email
invitation from JMU to join the online community that includes the code. You can
also email alumni@jmu.edu or call 540-568–6234 for more information.

Your legacy… their future…
MORE ENGAGED.
MORE PRODUCTIVE.
MORE MEANINGFUL.
That’s how JMU alumni describe their lives.
Including JMU in your will or estate plan helps
ensure future generations can say the same thing.

KATHY SARVER (‘03M)
Director, Planned Giving

It is a powerful decision you can make
TODAY that will last for generations to come.
Please contact us if you have included JMU in
your will or estate plan. We want to thank you and
welcome you into the Madison Founders Society.

WHITNEY SAJKO
Assistant Director,
Planned Giving

Contact Planned Giving at 800-296-6162
or visit jmu.edu/plannedgiving
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A Duke for life
Mark Warner (’79, ’81M, ’85Ed.S) began his JMU journey in 1975 as a student — and never left. He went on to hold positions
throughout the university, starting as area director of the Village and working his way to senior vice president for student affairs, the
role he has filled for 20 years. From his office on the Quad, Mark has seen everything from proposals on the Kissing Rock to ESPN
College GameDay setups, and has called to students walking on campus just to say “hi.” He will retire from Student Affairs in May, but
plans to continue teaching his leadership class, which he has taught for almost 30 years. “The thing that’s been so exciting is being able
to wake up and think, ‘I get to go to Madison today to work and play.’ That interaction with students has always been special to me.”

P H OTOGR A P H BY M I KE M I R I EL LO (’09 M)

Be the Change for a brighter future! www.jmu.edu/BetheChange
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Sun’s out, fun’s out!

Community Calendar

UREC offers wide variety of day camps for children
ages 5-14 throughout the summer BY K A I T L I N P O M E R L E A U

J

JMU’s expanded and renovated University Recreation Center offers a variety of summer
camps to serve a wide range of ages and interests of young people. Located in the heart
of campus, UREC offers multiple camp options through its summer day camp program in
June and July.
If you’re looking for a weekly summer camp that teaches your child healthy lifestyle hab
its, encourages play, helps your child build new skills, and is most of all fun, friendly and full
of new experiences, then UREC has the camp for you!
UREC offers three different summer camp programs to meet the interests and needs of
children. First, UREC offers seven sessions of the traditional Camp UREC for ages 5 to 12.
At Camp UREC, kids will spend their days playing in the recreation center, around campus
and in the community.
“Camp UREC is a program designed to give the Harrisonburg and JMU community the
opportunity to experience University Recreation’s facilities, as well as participate in activi
ties such as swimming, climbing, doing
‘My daughter loves attendcrafts, playing games and going on
ing Camp UREC! She loves to
field trips,” says Sarah Wright, coordi
nator of informal recreation and youth
make new friends, swim in
programs at UREC. “Every Friday the
the UREC pool and all of the
campers take a field trip to different
amazing field trips they go on.
locations to bowl, golf, skate and more.
She talks about it all year and
We also take the campers to areas
cannot wait for summer to
around JMU’s campus such as the arbo
arrive so she can go again!’
retum, the planetarium, University Park
and the Quad.”
— LISA O’FALLON, parent of a 2016-17
Published
by JMU on
Scholarly
Continued
back Commons, 2018
Camp UREC participant
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UREC Summer Day
Camp Offerings

“My daughter loves attending Camp UREC! SheMadison
loves to make
new friends,
in the
Magazine,
Vol. 41swim
[2018],
No. 2, Art. 1
UREC pool and all of the amazing field trips they go on,” says Lisa O’Fallon, parent of a
2016-17 Camp UREC participant. “She talks about it all year and cannot wait for summer to
arrive so she can go again!”
2018 Camp UREC Schedule
If your child wants to spend a lot of time outdoors, make new friends and work on over
(Purple and Gold); $150/week
coming challenges, then perhaps the Adventure Day Camp or High Adventure Camps are
n June 11-15 (Theme: Dinosaur Week)
a better fit. UREC offers four sessions of Adventure Day Camp designed for ages 9 to 11.
n June 18-22 (Theme: Mystery Week)
Adventure Day Camp includes team-building games, low challenge course, disc golf and the
n June 25-29 (Theme: Space Exploration Week)
UREC climbing wall. Weather permitting, Adventure Day Camp includes four off-campus trips
n July 2-6 (Theme: Superhero Week)
n July 9-13 (Theme: Pro Sport/Athlete Week)
each week such as outdoor rock climbing, a swimming hole hike, canoeing and kayaking on
n July 16-20 (Theme: Disney Week)
the Shenandoah River, geocaching, and a trip to Sherando Lake or Todd Lake.
n July 23-27 (Theme: Purple & Gold Week)
Then, there are two High Adventure Camps designed for ages 12 to 14 that will be offered
this summer: Rock Climbing and Whitewater Kayaking. Each of these camps will include one
2018 Adventure Day Camp
day of basic instruction in UREC followed by three day trips in the Shenandoah Valley and
Schedule (Ages 9-11); $250/week
one overnight camping trip on Thursday night.
n June 11-15: Adventure Day Camp
Guy deBrun, assistant director for adventure and team programs, says “Adventure day
n June 25-29: Adventure Day Camp
camps are a wonderful opportunity for children to experience adventure activities including
n July 16-20: Adventure Day Camp
outdoor rock climbing, canoeing, geocaching and more. This is a unique opportunity for kids
n July 23-27: Adventure Day Camp
to begin developing skills in lifetime recreational activities.”
2018 High Adventure Camp
The great thing about Camp UREC is that it’s open to everyone — welcoming those affil
iated with JMU and those who are not. Camp counselors are background-checked, trained
Schedule (Ages 12-14); $350/week
JMU student employees who are passionate about working with children and creating a
n June 18-22: Whitewater Kayaking Camp
wonderful summer camp experience. The lead adventure camp counselors also hold wilder
n July 9-13: Rock Climbing Camp
ness first-aid certifications.
P H OTO G R A P H S BY E L I S E T R I S S E L
To register for Camp UREC, Adven
‘Adventure day camps are a
ture Day Camp or High Adventure
wonderful opportunity for chilCamp, please visit urecregister.jmu.edu,
dren to experience adventure
click on Youth Programs and select
activities including outdoor
your camp.
rock climbing, canoeing, geoTo learn more about summer camps
caching and more.’
at UREC, contact the coordinator of
informal recreation and youth pro
— GUY deBRUN, assistant director for adventure
grams at CampUREC@jmu.edu.
and team programs
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